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Abstract
The widespread adoption of the internet of things is producing a huge amount of spatiotemporal
data. Global mobile data traffic is growing an average of 60 percent and has reached 7.2 exabytes
per month in 2016. Realizing values from these data promises to improve understanding of human
activities that will up opportunities to innovative applications and services. To this end, my
dissertation focuses on analyzing massive spatiotemporal data to gather actionable intelligence
using machine learning techniques. I strive to address the challenges in processing, representing
and mining spatiotemporal data on a large-scale by embracing big data analytics. In particular, this
dissertation consists of three essays of predictive modeling. The first essay proposes a novel model
that captures spatial dependencies, temporal preferences, and social influence to predict when and
where people will use certain kinds of services. In the second essay, I demonstrate the ability of
network analysis and sequence learning to glean previously unavailable insights for student
retention prediction, which fill the gap between student attrition theories and existing quantitative
approaches. Using public transportation as a proxy, the third essay presents a deep-learning-based
urban mobility model that collectively forecast short-term ridership between each pair of urban
regions. Throughout this thesis, I show how big data infrastructure such as Hadoop MapReduce
can amplify the capabilities to analyze spatiotemporal data in an efficient and economical way. All
the proposed models are developed and evaluated on real-world datasets. In conjunction with prior
knowledge in the application domains, the results can be converted into actionable intelligence
that supports decision making in operation management.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
From smart devices to cloud platforms, the worldwide proliferation of internet of things is
producing vast amounts of spatiotemporal data that contain location information of moving objects
over a period of time. According to Cisco Visual Networking Index (Cisco Mobile 2017), global
mobile data traffic reached 7.2 exabytes per month at the end of 2016, up from 4.4 exabytes per
month in 2015. Overall mobile data traffic is expected to increase nearly sevenfold from 2016 to
2021. Meanwhile, mobile technology has touched all aspects of modern life, which dramatically
changes the way people communicate, work and access entertainment. As a result, spatiotemporal
data generated from various mobile devices carried by human beings have become an increasingly
rich resource for exploring human activity patterns. Realizing values from these patterns is key to
understanding human behavior and enabling innovative applications, such as targeted advertising
in e-commerce, epidemic disease anticipation and intelligent transportation systems.
Given the growing availability and awareness of large-scale spatiotemporal datasets, mining
such big data has recently become an important research topic and is receiving substantial attention
from both academics and practitioners. Of particular interest is discovering efficiently spatial and
temporal features of objects in a given application domain to forecast outcomes and determine
competitive strategy. For example, mobile advertising allows merchants to disseminate
personalized advertisements for consumers in a location-based social network (LBSN). In public
health, epidemiologists identified hotspot patterns from emergency room visits to effectively
allocated healthcare resources (Ram et al. 2015). In transportation, taxi dispatch systems can
reduce the average waiting time to pick up a passenger by predicting the spatial distribution of
passengers for a short-term time horizon (Moreira-Matias et al. 2013). The multidisciplinary
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characteristic of spatiotemporal data indicates that modeling must be conducted with awareness of
the underlying physics or theories in the application domains.
In addition to the multidisciplinary nature, spatiotemporal data also bring forth computational
and statistical challenges. Blindly applying conventional data mining techniques often perform
poorly on spatiotemporal datasets due to their complex structure and intrinsic relationships (Rao
et al. 2012). Due to the explosive data growth rates, integrating scalable computational techniques
is fundamental to the processing of big spatiotemporal data. Moreover, since the relationships
between the spatial and temporal aspects of the data are not explicitly presented, designing proper
data structures and representation is essential for spatiotemporal data handling, analysis, and
mining. Finally, developing efficient feature extraction methods to gain insight that leads to the
underlying phenomenon generating the spatiotemporal data is another challenge. To this end, this
dissertation seeks to address the challenges in processing, representing and mining large-scale
spatiotemporal data by embracing key techniques of big data analytics, namely distributed data
infrastructure, network analysis, and deep learning. My dissertation consists of three essays on
predictive modeling of spatiotemporal data. More specifically, in this dissertation, I explore how
big data infrastructure such as Hadoop MapReduce can amplify the capabilities to analyze
spatiotemporal data in an efficient and economical way. By generating networks that represent
relationships among data from both spatial and temporal aspects, I demonstrate the ability of
network analysis to glean interesting and previously unavailable insights. Lastly, I exploit how
deep learning can be exploited for extracting high-level features to improve predictive
performance. Brief descriptions of the three essays are given below.
Essay 1: Predicting Location-based Sequential Purchasing Events. Location-based
sequential event prediction is an interesting problem with many real-world applications. For
13

example, knowing when and where people will use certain kinds of services may enable the
development of robust anticipatory systems. A key to this problem is understanding the nature of
the process from which the sequential data arise. Usually, human behavior exhibits distinct spatial,
temporal and social patterns. In this essay, we examine three kinds of patterns extracted from
sequential purchasing events. We propose a novel model that captures contextual dependencies in
spatial sequence, customers’ temporal preferences and social influence via an implicit network.
We quantify the contextual dependencies in spatial sequences in variable order Markov models
with a hierarchical Pitman-Yor Process (PYP) model for smoothing. Then, we utilize Dirichlet
Process Gaussian Mixture Model (DPGMM) to estimate unbounded customers’ temporal
preferences of visiting a region. Considering possible social influences, we generated implicit
networks from paired presences to identify socially triggered activities. Our model outperforms
existing models based on evaluations using a real world dataset of smartcard transaction records
from a large educational institution with 13,753 students during a 10 month time period.
Essay 2: Leveraging Intelligence from Smart Card for Student Retention Prediction. Student
retention is essential to higher education management and has long been a topic of research
interest. Traditional survey-based methods rely on data collected from questionnaires, which has
some limitations for proactive prediction of likely dropouts and real-time student intervention. We
propose a big data approach to formulating a predictive model from two perspectives. From a
feature extension aspect, we first derive implicit peer-relation networks from smart card
transactions. Novel network metrics are then designed to measure students’ social integration. By
modeling students’ daily purchasing behaviors as spatial sequences, we measure the regularity of
their activity levels to infer students’ campus integration. These features fill gaps in previous
research that solely consider the institutional student datasets to predict student retention. From a
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model-refinement aspect, we consider the imbalanced nature of student retention data since
dropout class prediction is more important, but a majority of students are in the retained class. We
design a clustering-based under-sampling strategy to balance data and apply ensemble learning to
enhance the prediction performance. The experimental results on the test dataset show that using
social behavior features along with class imbalance learning significantly improve prediction
accuracy and recall.
Essay 3: Deep Learning of Spatiotemporal Patterns for Urban Mobility Prediction.
Modeling urban mobility is challenging and complex due to the spatiotemporal dynamics of
movement behavior and the influence of environmental factors such as weather, holidays and local
events. In this essay, we use bus transportation as a proxy to mine spatiotemporal travel patterns
and propose a deep-learning-based urban mobility prediction model that collectively forecasts
passenger flows between each pair of city regions in an origin-destination (OD) matrix. We first
process OD matrices in a convolutional neural network to capture spatial correlations. Intermediate
results are reconstructed into three multivariate time series, named hourly, daily and weekly time
series. Each time series is aggregated in a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network with novel
attention mechanism on top to guide the aggregation. In addition, our model is context-aware by
utilizing context embedding learned from environmental factors. Lastly, we dynamically merge
results from LSTM components as well as context embedding in a late fusion network to make a
final prediction. The proposed model is implemented and evaluated using a large-scale
transportation dataset of more than 200 million bus trips with a suite of Big Data technologies
developed for data processing. Through performance comparison, we show that our approach can
achieve significant accuracy in urban mobility prediction.
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Chapter 2. Predicting Location-based Sequential Purchasing Events

2.1. Introduction
Widespread adoption of location-enabled systems that allow tracking of human activities has
enabled the study human mobility patterns. Data such as check-ins records in location-based social
networks and mobile device trajectories are being mined for interesting insights (Baumann et al.
2013). Besides the richness of data availability, fundamental findings in the deep-rooted regularity
of human mobility provide solid scientific support (González et al. 2008) for the development of
predictive models. The ability to predict the location of people opens the door to the development
of anticipatory systems such as location-aware advertising, autonomous traffic control and
proactive personal assistants.
Traditional predictive models for human mobility have been based primarily on spatial
sequence analysis that discovers sequence dependencies or frequent patterns. However, the activity
that occurs in each location has not been investigated, which makes it difficult to predict the
outcome precisely. In addition, the generative process of the sequential data is seldom utilized in
the model. Recent efforts to mine temporal patterns from sequential events reveal that data sparsity
is a major challenge (Gao et al. 2013). Moreover, researchers report that individuals’ mobile
activity can be affected by their friends in a social network (Cho et al. 2011; Sadilek et al. 2012).
In this essay, we focus on sequential data obtained from purchasing events. Knowing spending
tendency is beneficial for recommendation systems and improving services. We propose a
probabilistic predictive model that incorporates spatial, temporal and social interaction features
extracted from purchasing events. For spatial data modeling, we extract generative patterns from
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purchases. These patterns enable us to model spatial sequences using an innovative smoothing
technique adapted from training N-gram models (Teh 2006). To our knowledge, this is the first
time such a language model is being adapted for location prediction. For temporal data modeling,
to address the problem of sparsity, we cluster locations into areas by comparing both geographical
and social similarities among them and then extract temporally-triggered mobility patterns from
grouped areas. Explicit social relationships are not readily available in our dataset, making it is
hard to explore patterns of socially-triggered activities. Hence, we define a strategy to generate an
implicit social network. Using eigenvector centrality, we are able to identify influences among
connected customers in the network.
The proposed probabilistic model is a combination of three components. We use a spatial
prediction component as the base model, combine it with a temporal component for regulating the
model, and finally add social influence as a boosting component for the prediction.

2.2. Related Work
Previous research has examined the problem of modeling human mobility for subsequent location
prediction. We classify these predictive models based on the type of input information they use i.e.
spatial, temporal and/or social networks.
Existing models based on spatial features attempt to capture transition patterns between
chronologically ordered locations using sequence models. Popular approaches such as Markov
chain, association rules mining and trajectory similarity measure are able to make reliable
predictions (Baumann et al. 2013). However, these traditional models have to overcome challenges
such as over-fitting and high training complexity. Moreover, location sequences arising from
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human mobility often exhibit specific distribution properties which need to be considered.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop advanced sequential models that can address these challenges.
In contrast to spatial features, modeling temporal features is more difficult, since individual
temporal mobility patterns can be highly heterogeneous. Typically, temporal preference is
computed as a historical frequency distribution over discrete time periods (Baumann et al. 2013).
Often, clustering techniques are applied to aggregating locations or users to overcome problems
due to data sparsity. Recently, researchers have attempted to use stochastic processes to estimate
temporal preferences over continuous time. A representative of this approach is the Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) that computes smoothed probability distributions of arrival times (Gao et
al. 2013). However, a challenge is that GMM requires a fixed number of Gaussian components
that limit learning adaptability. Another issue in GMM is the cold start problem when training data
is sparse.
Some studies have examined the impact of social relationships on human mobility in LBSNs.
They have employed data from user profiles, online activities and friendship networks to develop
statistical generative models, collaborative-filtering approaches and link prediction approaches
using network topology (Sadilek et al. 2012). In a study of friendship and mobility on LBSN (Cho
et al. 2011), researchers reported that 10% to 30% of all human movement could be explained by
social relationships.
To summarize, comprehensive location prediction modeling requires a combination of spatial,
temporal, and social relationships information. In a recent study (Noulas et al. 2012a), the authors
have proposed a decision tree based approach incorporating these features, albeit in a limited way.
In our research, we addressed this challenge and incorporated all three types of features.
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2.3. Problem Notation and Data Reconstruction
The dataset in this essay comes from a smart card transaction database of a large higher education
organization granting undergraduate and graduate degrees. Each record represents a purchasing
event containing key information including anonymized customer ID, location name, location
address that can be used to infer geographical information and a timestamp accurate to the minute.
Let 𝑈 = {𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … , 𝑢𝑖 } be the set of customers and Σ = {𝑙1 , 𝑙2 , … , 𝑙𝑗 } be the set of unique
locations, then the set of purchasing events are denoted as 𝐸 = {< 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 , 𝑡𝑘 >} where 𝑢𝑖 ∈ 𝑈, 𝑣𝑗 ∈
Σ, 𝑡𝑘 is a timestamp. From the event records, we reconstruct three kinds of new data that represent
spatial sequence of locations, temporal preference distribution and an implicit social network.
2.3.1. Spatial Sequence of Locations
For each customer, we extract locations visited by her or him from the transaction records,
composing a location sequence in chronological order denoted as 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑣1 𝑣2 … 𝑣𝑛 where 𝑣𝑗 ∈ Σ.
The spatial model takes 𝑠𝑖 as training data to learn the probability of the next visit 𝑣𝑛+1 taking a
value from Σ. We assume the contextual dependencies have a limited range i.e., we only consider
visited locations in the same day as context. Then 𝑠𝑖 is segmented by date into a set of
subsequences, denoted as 𝐻𝑖 = {𝑠̂𝑖 = 𝑣1+𝑘 𝑣2+𝑘 … 𝑣𝑚+𝑘 } where 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑣1 𝑣2 … 𝑣𝑘 , 0 ≤ 𝑘 and 𝑛 +
𝑘 ≤ 𝑛. Given a daily sequence of visited locations 𝑠̂ = 𝑣1 𝑣2 … 𝑣𝑛−1 as context and 𝐻𝑖 as training
data, the model estimates the probability 𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑣𝑛 = 𝑙𝑖 |𝑠̂,𝑖 𝐻𝑖 ) for each𝑙𝑖 ∈ Σ. In our dataset, the
average length of context as defined is 2.71 with a variance of 0.64 which means the model should
be able to handle a varying range of dependencies.
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In order to estimate this probability, it is important to understand the distribution of each
location in the sequence, which can be interpreted as customers’ purchasing preference. Figure
1(a) reports the frequency distribution of purchasing event < 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 >ignoring time difference in a
log-log scale. The function is approximately power-law meaning that most customers visit a small
range of locations frequently but many more locations occasionally. This “rich-get-richer”
property is another feature that needs to be addressed in a spatial model.
2.3.2. Temporal Preference Distribution
Given a customer and a location, we can get his temporal preferences by counting the number of
occurrences of timestamp 𝑡𝑘 in the dataset. Formally, the probability of 𝑡𝑘 taking value 𝑥 is:

Ptemporal ( f (tk )  x | ui , l j ) 

|{ u, v, t | u  ui , v  l j , f (t )  x}|
|{ u, v, t | u  ui , v  l j }|

where 𝑓 is a time format function that returns desired values from a timestamp such as hour (daily)
or day of week (weekly) and 𝑥 is a specific value in corresponding format. Figure 1(b) gives an
example of a discrete distribution of hourly visit frequency. It indicates that for this specific user,
the most likely visiting time at this location is around 20:00 (i.e. 8 PM). The shape of such a
distribution can be interpreted as the time regularity of human mobility which means people tend
to visit locations at some “representative time”.
𝑃𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 could be 0 if the model estimates the probability on an unobserved time value. One
common smoothing strategy is fitting the discrete distribution by GMM in which the number of
Gaussian components are empirically defined. However, an empirically defined number of
Gaussian components may not fit future data. Additionally, when training data is sparse, the shape
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of the Gaussian mixture model is vulnerable to new observations. In the next section, we address
these two problems in our implementation of 𝑃𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 .
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Figure 1. Spatial, Temporal and Social Characteristics of Purchasing Behaviors
2.3.3. Implicit Social Influence
It has been observed that humans have an influence on their friends’ mobility in a social network.
Nevertheless, friendship information is not always available in real-world datasets. For instance,
in our dataset, friends may make purchases together, but we can only observe that their records
have close timestamps. The actual friendship is not available. To exploit the influence of latent
relationships between customers, we extract an implicit network from the original data. Every
customer is a node in 𝐺𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡 and an edge is defined as a latent relationship. For every pair of
distinct customer𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 , we compare their historical purchasing events. If they have made
purchases in the same place within a pre-defined time interval 𝜏𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 , we connect the two
customers. Edge weight in this graph is the frequency that the connected customers meet the
connection criteria. Figure 1(c) reports a common location ratio comparison between connected
and unconnected customers in this implicit network. It indicates that connected users have more
common visiting locations.
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2.4. Prediction Model Implementation
In this section, we first describe how we implement the predictive model for spatial sequences.
Then we design the probabilistic model that estimates the temporal cyclic behavior and uses it as
a regulator for the spatial model. Finally, we add to this combined model a booster component that
considers implicit social relationships among customers.
2.4.1. Linguistic Model for Spatial Sequence Prediction
Recall that in our spatial sequence, locations exhibit a power-law distribution which is a wellknown attribute of words in natural language. It is, therefore, reasonable to use language
processing techniques to model spatial sequences. In fact, the task of predicting the subsequent
location in a spatial sequence is similar to web query recommendation. The context in spatial
sequence prediction is visited locations in the same day while context in web query
recommendation is words already seen in a query. Both tasks predict the next item that will appear
after a context. Reports show that the average length of web queries is 2.85 (He et al. 2009) which
is similar to the average length of our visiting context.
Therefore, we first use the Probabilistic Suffix Tree (PST) commonly used for text data to store
spatial sequences. Specifically, we build a dedicated suffix tree for every individual. Each edge
represents a location and every possible prefix of a daily location sequence when reversed is
represented by a path starting from its root. As illustrated in Figure 2, the suffix tree stores a daily
sequence𝑠̂𝑖 = 𝑙0 𝑙1 𝑙1 𝑙0. Every node stores the conditional distribution 𝐺𝑠̂ of context 𝑠̂ over location
set Σ. Any observed contexts can be formed by appending edge labels from a specific leaf node to
the root. Whenever a new daily sequence is observed, the tree will be updated according to the
algorithm in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Probabilistic Suffix Tree for Modeling Sequences
When performing prediction, given a context, the model searches the PST for the context node
and makes predictions based on the distribution 𝐺𝑠̂ . If a context is not in the PST, the model will
search the tree again for the longest suffix of the context. This procedure is recursively applied
until the context is found or becomes 𝜖. This strategy avoids a fixed-order Markov assumption.
To infer𝑐 we place a prior distribution over 𝐺𝑠̂ and update it to a posterior distribution using
historical data. Knowing that locations follow a power-law distribution similar to words, we use
PYP as the prior distribution, which is a stochastic process that generates power-law distribution.
It has been successfully applied for smoothing probability estimation in N-gram language models
(Teh 2006). 𝐺𝑠̂ with a PYP prior is defined as 𝐺𝑠̂ ~𝑃𝑌𝑃(𝑑, 𝜃, 𝐺0 ) where parameters 𝑑 and 𝜃
controls the scaling of power-law and base distribution 𝐺0 is the expected value of 𝐺𝑠̂ under
repeated draws.
So far we have defined the suffix tree and distribution 𝐺𝑠̂ , we still have to combine the two
together. To do this, we extend PYP to a hierarchical structure. Let 𝐺𝛿(𝑠̂ ) be the parent node
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of 𝐺𝑠̂ which means 𝛿(𝑠̂ ) is the longest suffix of 𝑠̂ , then the hierarchical PYP is defined as:

G ~ PY (d 0 , 0 , G0 )

Gs ~ PY (d|s| , |s| , G( s ) ) for s  
where 𝐺0 is a uniform distribution over Σ , 𝑑|𝑠̂ | , and 𝜃|𝑠̂ | are parameters depend on the length of
context 𝑠̂ . Such a hierarchy formally defines the suffix tree structure. The expected value of 𝐺𝑠̂ under
repeated draws from the PYP is the distribution of its parent node 𝐺𝛿(𝑠̂ ) . This feature allows the
model to share information across different contexts. In particular, prediction distributions with
contexts sharing longer suffixes are more similar to each other and the earliest events are least
important for determining the next purchase location, which is often the case.

Figure 3. Pseudo Code for Updating Suffix Tree
The remaining problem is to determine the range of context used for prediction. Considering
the various lengths of contexts, we apply a mixture model of variable-order Markov assumption.
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Let 𝑣1 𝑣2 … 𝑣𝑛−1 be the sequence of preceding visits observed in the same day, the probability
distribution of the spatial sequence model is derived as:
n 1

i
Pspatial (vn  l j | ui , v1v2 ...vn1 )   et PHBST
(vn  l j |vk vk 1...vn1 ) for each l j 
k 1

where Δ𝑡 is the time duration from the beginning events to the end events and  controls the decaying
𝑖
rate. 𝑒 −βΔ𝑡 indicates that recent context is more important. 𝑃𝐻𝐵𝑆𝑇
is the distribution found in the

suffix tree of 𝑢𝑖 .
2.4.2. Modeling Temporal Preference
As discussed before, given a customer and a location, the temporal model estimates the probability
distribution over time. Motivated by the fact that human mobility has high time regularity, we assume
that customers have a temporal preference when they visit a location to make purchases. Instead of
detecting the preferred time by counting on empirical data, we employ a GMM to smooth the
distribution. The center of each Gaussian component represents a time preference of customer 𝑢𝑖 at
location 𝑙𝑗 . Hence, the number of components is critical for the prediction. To determine the value
of 𝑘, we apply the DPGMM model, namely the GMM with a Dirichlet process prior. The parameters
of each Gaussian component are drawn from 𝐺~𝐷𝑃(𝛼, 𝐺0 ) which is a discrete distribution drawn
from a Dirichlet process with concentration parameter  and base distribution 𝐺0 . This allows the
GMM to have unbounded number of components that fit training data best.
Another issue affecting the performance of temporal prediction is data sparseness. To solve
this problem, we first create a location graph in which locations are connected based on their space
and social similarities, then we discover areas through modularity clustering on the graph.
Let 𝐺(𝑉, 𝐸) be the location graph and 𝑉 is the set of locations. Firstly, for each 𝑙𝑖 , 𝑙𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 we
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compute their geographic distance denoted as 𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) which is treated as the space similarity. Then
we represent each location 𝑙𝑖 as a vector 𝜒𝑖 = [𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑛 ] where 𝑐𝑖 is the number of transactions
made by 𝑢𝑖 at this location. The dimension of this vector is equal to number of customers. Using
this representation, we can compute the cosine similarity between locations as their social
similarity, denoted as s(i, j ) 

i   j
|| i || ||  j ||

. To avoid connecting two locations that are

geographically far away from each other, we let 𝑠(𝑖, 𝑗) = 0 if the distance between two locations
exceed the threshold 𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 .
After creating this graph, we apply the Louvain method to detect “communities”, a multi-level
aggregation algorithm for modularity optimization. Each detected community is a group of
locations that are close to each other and frequently visited by a same group of customers. Let 𝑚
be the function that maps a location to an area, then probability derived from temporal model is:
k

Ptemporal ( f (t ) | ui , m(l j ))  i N ( f (t ) | i , i )
i 1

where 𝜋𝑖 is

mixing

proportions, 𝜇𝑖 and 𝜎𝑖 are

mean

and

variance.

Combining

𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 and 𝑃𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 , we have the probabilistic model for spatiotemporal prediction:
PST (vn  l j |ui , v1v2 ...vn1 , tk )  Pspatial (vn  l j | ui , v1v2 ...vn1 ) Ptemporal ( f (tk ) | ui , m(l j ))

which means that given future time 𝑡𝑘 and a customer 𝑢𝑖 , the probability of 𝑢𝑖 visiting 𝑙𝑗 at 𝑡𝑘 is the
probability of 𝑙𝑗 being visited by 𝑢𝑖 based on visited locations on the same day, regulated by the
probability of 𝑢𝑖 appearing at the area to which 𝑙𝑗 belongs at time 𝑡𝑘 .
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2.4.3. Modeling Implicit Social Influence
The last component is modeling the social influence in our dataset. As discussed in 2.3.3, we
connect customers in an implicit network if they made purchases at the same location within a
time window for curtain time. Considering people have different levels of sociability, for each
connected customer in the implicit network 𝐺𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡 , we define the social impact degree of 𝑢𝑖 as
i 

| Ci  C j |
1
where 𝑁(𝑖) is a set of influential neighbors of 𝑢𝑖 with 𝜏𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟 neighbors

| N (i) | u j N (i ) | Ci |

obtained by ranking neighbors according to their eigenvector centrality score and 𝐶𝑖 records the
location visited by 𝑢𝑖 . Therefore 𝜔𝑖 measures the similarity of location preference between 𝑢𝑖 with
his or her neighbors in the implicit network. To leverage the social influence in our model, we first
make predictions without 𝐺𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡 , that is obtaining a set 𝐿( 𝑢𝑗 ) containing 𝜏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 most
probable next locations for each neighbor 𝑢𝑗 ∈ 𝑁(𝑖) . Then the model incorporating social
influence is defined as:

PSTS (vn  l j |ui , v1v2 ...vn1, tk )  PST (vn  l j |ui , v1v2 ...vn1, tk )  i



u p N ( i )

l j ,u p
| N (i) |

where 𝜂 𝑙𝑗, 𝑢𝑝 = 1 if 𝑙𝑗 ∈ 𝐿(𝑢𝑝 ), otherwise 𝜂 𝑙𝑗 , 𝑢𝑝 = 0.

2.5. Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the significance and performance of the proposed model on a real-world
smartcard transaction dataset. We perform experiments to evaluate the following aspects: (1) the
performance of our proposed model for spatial sequence prediction in comparison with baseline
models; (2) the effectiveness of clustering and DPGMM in temporal preference prediction; (3) the
contribution of a combination of spatial and temporal components in improving the accuracy; (4) the
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contribution of social influence component in improving the accuracy; (5) the potential of applying
our model to work as an anticipatory system, compared to the model described in (Noulas et al. 2012b).
Details of numerical results are included in Appendix B. Before we delve into each experiment, we
briefly introduce the dataset.
2.5.1. Experimental Data
To evaluate our model, we conducted experiments using a real-world anonymized dataset collected
from a large educational institution. The data was collected from smartcard transactions from June
2012 to May 2013. In our experiments, we consider customers who have at least 50 records and obtain
a sample of 13,753 unique customers, 271 locations, and 3,512,018 transaction records.
After removing holidays when few activities are observed, we segment transactions into 9
stacked time chunks so that the increment between two chunks is approximately 30 days. We
perform a prediction on each chunk repeatedly for every student. The prediction accuracy is
defined as:

accuracy 

1
 ( P(ui ), ACT (ui ))
|U | ui U

where 𝑃(𝑢𝑖 ) is the predicted location and 𝐴𝐶𝑇(𝑢𝑖 ) is the actual location. φ(𝑃(𝑢𝑖 ), 𝐴𝐶𝑇(𝑢𝑖 )) =
1 if 𝑃(𝑢𝑖 ) = 𝐴𝐶𝑇(𝑢𝑖 ), otherwise φ(𝑃(𝑢𝑖 ), 𝐴𝐶𝑇(𝑢𝑖 )) = 0.
2.5.2. Spatial Sequence Prediction Evaluation
In this experiment, we compare the spatial model with three kinds of baseline Markov models of
order 0, 1 and 2 respectively. Order-0 Markov model is equivalent to predicting the most
frequent location. The results are shown in Figure 4(a).
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Figure 4. Performance Evaluation of Proposed Model in Comparison with Baselines
From the results, we observe that our spatial sequence model has the best performance in all
the tests. In first two time chunks, Order-0 Markov model outperforms other Markov models, since
it predicts the most frequent location and thus captures the rich-get-richer property when the
diversity of visited locations is limited. As time goes by, the Order-0 Markov model shows a
decreasing trend of accuracy because it overlooks context dependencies. Order-1 and Order-2
Markov models have relatively low accuracy due to insufficient training data, and both show an
increasing trend of accuracy when there are more training data. We also observe that the higher
order Markov model performs worse than lower order ones on our dataset. This is because longer
Markov chains suffer more from over-fitting. This, in turn, demonstrates the importance of
smoothing in modeling contextual dependencies. The previous observations explain why our
proposed model outperforms all baseline models due to its capability of smoothly modeling
contextual dependencies and also capturing the power-law distribution property.
2.5.3. Temporal Preference Prediction Evaluation
To illustrate the effectiveness of our temporal predictive model, we first show the significance of
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using unbounded components in GMM as well as predicting areas of locations instead of a single
location. To conduct this experiment, given the timestamp of a test instance, we compare the area
or location with the highest probability in 𝑃𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 to the actual area or location.
Parameter 𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 controls the number of areas we can discover. The smaller the value
of 𝜏𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 , the more areas we will discover. Considering people’s walking range on a university
campus, we empirically set its value as 50 meters and obtained 78 areas from 271 locations. We
compared DPGMM with 2-components GMM used in reference (Gao et al. 2013) for both location
and area prediction. Figure 4(b) shows that using DPGMM to predict areas results in the highest
accuracy.
We further demonstrate the effectiveness of adding 𝑃𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 as a regulation over 𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 .
Figure 4(c) shows that the combined model 𝑃𝑆𝑇 is 4% more accurate than 𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 . Hence,
incorporating temporal regularities makes the subsequent location prediction more precise.
Also 𝑃𝑆𝑇 is more applicable than 𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 because it makes predictions both temporally and
spatially.
2.5.4. Social Influence Evaluation
In this evaluation, we compare the accuracy before and after adding the probabilistic component for
social influence. Parameters 𝜏𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟 and 𝜏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 determine the extent to which, the added
component can affect the final prediction. A higher value of 𝜏𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟 indicates that when estimating
next probable location for a customer, the predictive model considers his neighbors’ activities
preferentially. Similarly, a higher value of 𝜏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 means that the estimated next location is more
likely to be found in the set of possible locations of the customer’s neighbors. Empirically, the best
performance is achieved when is 𝜏𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟 is 10 and 𝜏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is 5. Figure 4(c) shows that the system
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gained approximately 2% accuracy boost. Stable accuracy after time chunk T2 is around 41%.
2.5.5. Potential as an Anticipatory System
In this experiment, we compare our model to the M5 Tree model (Noulas et al. 2012b). As
previously discussed, the purpose of prediction is to identify where a person will show up in the next
time period. This will allow development of systems that proactively offer product recommendations,
coupons, or assist with information related to the place they will visit. A successful prediction means
that the (actual) next location visited by a user appears in the list of top-N predicted candidate locations
and that it is ranked high. Two metrics are used for this comparison: (1) Accuracy@N, where N
indicates the size of the candidate set; (2) Average Percentile Rank (APR) in which Percentile Rank is
defined as

||  rank  1
where Σ
||

is the list of all locations, and rank is where the correct location is

ranked. APR is the average percentile rank of all users.
Figure 5 shows that our model is better than the M5 tree on both APR and Accuracy@N. This
is to be expected because, in our model, spatial transition patterns and temporal preferences are
analyzed at a very fine grained level. In the M5 Model, spatial transitions are based only on the
current location and not the full sequence of previous locations. Also, users’ temporal preferences
are not modeled over continuous time like ours.

2.6. Chapter Summary
Our experimental results show that the proposed model accurately captures important features of
sequential purchasing events. The model is novel because it utilizes a language model for spatial
sequence prediction and demonstrates that temporal preferences and implicit social influence are
complementary to the spatial context of improving prediction accuracy. For future work, it would
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be interesting to integrate additional business information like service type and transaction value
to model purchasing behavior more accurately. We also intend to apply the proposed model to
other types of sequential datasets exhibiting spatial, temporal and social interaction properties such
as those gathered from LBSNs.
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Chapter 3. Leveraging Intelligence from Smart Card for Student
Retention Prediction
3.1. Introduction
Over the years, student retention has been one of the most challenging problems that higher
education faces. It is strongly correlated to graduation rates, institution reputation and financial
stability in higher education (DeBerard et al. 2004), and thus has become an important outcome
measurement to assess institutional performance. Despite efforts devoted to student retention,
student persistence and graduation rates have shown disappointingly little change over decades
(Nandeshwar et al. 2011). A significant proportion of students drop out of college in the first year
itself, which gives universities little time to intervene (Thammasiri et al. 2014). High first-year
dropout rates lead to economic implications for universities, students and financial aid and loan
organizations. Between the year 2003 to 2008, state governments appropriated almost $6.2 billion
to colleges and universities to help pay for the education of students who did not return to school
for the second year (Schneider 2010). Therefore, a key to increasing student retention rates is to
identify first-year students at-risk of dropping out early, so that the institution can provide timely
intervention to help those students proceed with their degrees.
Traditional survey-based research has developed and validated a variety of theoretical models
that have identified factors related to student retention and explained how they interact with each
other (Reason 2009). While survey research has its advantages, it is not the optimal solution for
real-time intervention through early identification because the process of conducting a large-scale
survey to identify students at risk of dropping out is time-consuming and expensive. This is in
addition to the problem of low participation rates and self-bias in student surveys (Sarker et al.
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2014). As an alternative, researchers have developed models using institutional student datasets
(ISD) which typically contain information such as demographics, educational background,
economic status and academic progress, and are available (to a university) for all students.
Empirical results indicate that both data sources are comparable, and ISD was found to be more
valuable in conducting institution-specific retention research (Caison 2007). On the basis of this
finding, we feel data mining and associated analytic techniques should receive more attention from
student retention researchers because of their capability of robust learning from large volumes of
data including the ability to recognize hidden relationships among variables. This quantitative
approach provides a much-needed complement for accurate and timely prediction of student
attrition (Delen 2011).
Owing to advances in big data analytics methods, many application domains with large-scale
high-dimensional heterogeneous datasets have benefited from knowledge discovery and data
mining. Yet, current research in student retention has not fully investigated the potential of such
techniques. Of particular interest to us is augmenting the core ISD with resources that can infer
student integration into campus life to allow for using signals that usually require a survey
methodology. Extant data mining work on student retention (Delen 2011; Laurí
a et al. 2012; Sarker
et al. 2014; Thammasiri et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2010) does not consider social factors (e.g., social
or campus integration) which are ordinarily unavailable in traditional ISD and require a surveydriven methodology. From a feature exploration perspective, traditional ISD used in isolation are
not sufficient to capture the dynamics of student behaviors on campus which leads to the loss of
information about students’ social and campus integration known to be useful in predicting student
retention (Peltier et al. 2000). Another limitation of the existing feature extraction methods is that
nearly all these models use first semester Grade Point Average (GPA) and report it as the most
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influential predictor. Thus, these models cannot be used if the university wants to identify at-risk
students before the end of the critical first semester. From a model-refinement perspective, the fact
that dropout students are the focus of prediction (but have a much smaller sample size than retained
students) provides an opportunity of utilizing imbalanced classification techniques to improve the
model sensitivity on the minority class. One recent study addressed this problem by using the
synthetic minority over-sampling (SMOTE) method (Thammasiri et al. 2014). However, based on
prior work on imbalanced classes (He and Garcia 2009), we suggest that instead of using sampling
methods alone, researchers should integrate sampling methods with ensemble learning techniques
to obtain better predictive performances.
In this chapter, we present an innovative approach to predict student retention which takes
advantage of the availability of ISD features while improving existing data mining approaches
from two perspectives. From a feature extraction perspective, we augment standard ISD with
information that can capture student integration into campus life (identified as a contributory factor
in prior socio-psychological studies). This augmentation is extremely important for proactive
attrition prediction when students’ first semester GPA is unknown. To achieve this goal, we
include two new forms of insight from smart card transaction data: 1) implicit social networks
derived from smart card transactions; 2) Sequences of locations visited by each student on a daily
basis. From the implicit social network, we define novel network attributes to infer students’ level
of social integration. Using the sequence learning algorithm discussed in Chapter 1, we are able to
obtain students’ level of regularity in activities which helps measure their level of campus
integration (i.e., based on regular use of campus facilities). To our knowledge, this is the first time
implicit network interactions and spatial sequences are being extracted from smart card usage to
infer students’ social and campus integration.
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From a model-refinement perspective, we enhance class imbalance learning in both the
sampling and learning phases. In the sampling phase, we propose a cluster-based under-sampling
method to generate multiple balanced samples without losing the distribution pattern of the
majority class. In the learning phase, we apply ensemble methods on the multiple balanced
training samples. Our research is an example of how Information Systems design science research
using big data and predictive analytics can be beneficial in solving long-term and challenging
problems in fields such as student retention.

3.2. Related Work
In this section, we first review previous studies on the student retention problem, which provide
scientific support for our feature extension. Then we examine existing techniques for class
imbalance learning which we used as a guide for the improvements we propose in this research.
3.2.1. Student Retention
Based on the methods of data collection, previous studies on student retention can be categorized
into two types: survey-driven research and data-driven research. Fundamental models of surveydriven research include Tinto’s student integration model (Tinto 1975), Astin’s theory of
involvement (Astin 1999) and Bean’s student attrition model (Bean 1982). The three models all
agree that students’ social integration is among the most important indicators. Tinto’s model was
first built from the perspective of social integration which suggests that retained students are more
socially integrated into the university. In this model, Tinto further distinguished social integration
with academic integration where the social integration includes many aspects of students’ daily
lives such as friendships, family support and feeling of satisfaction, and the academic integration
contains the academic rules, norms and expectations. Later, Bean’s work provided an alternative
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explanation to student attrition where student’s decisions of departure are prompted by
psychological beliefs which are further affected by students’ experience with different aspects of
the institution such as institutional quality, faculty and friends. Similarly, Astin’s theory claims
that students are most impacted by three types of involvement: with faculty, with academics and
with peer groups. The greater the amounts of effort students invest in these involvements, the more
likely they will persist. Although the three theories have different conceptual frameworks, the
consensus is that student’s social integration and peer-relationship are important factors. Other
significant factors include: students’ past academic progress, e.g., high school GPA and
standardized test scores (Murtaugh et al. 1999), financial factors such as loans, grants and
scholarships (Pyke and Sheridan 1993; Reason 2009), sense of belonging (Cabrera et al. 1993;
Morrow and Ackermann 2012) and parents’ education levels (Fike and Fike 2008). Nevertheless,
administrations face challenges in applying survey findings in practice for several reasons:
determining the social and campus integration factors for individual students requires a
challenging campus-wide survey. The problem is augmented by 1) low response rate of at-risk
students due to their lower levels of institutional integration; 2) poor cost-effectiveness because
the number of at-risk students is small compared to overall student population; 3) self-reporting
bias, i.e., students may choose not to reveal details of their social network and interactions to
campus administrators.
In contrast, rapidly increasing data volume in university's data warehouse favors data mining
approaches. Typical features used for training are: demographics, high school GPA, standardized
test scores, college GPA and financial indicators. Among these, first-semester GPA is reported to
be most powerful indicator in several studies (Delen 2011; Sarker et al. 2014; Thammasiri et al.
2014). However, waiting for first-semester GPA to train the classifier means the university has
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already lost some students, so our work looks at predictions within the first semester itself. An
issue for existing data-driven approaches is that standard ISD do not contain variables identified
by social science theories such as social integration and peer relationships. Our work benefits from
the advantages of data mining approaches and complements that with signals about students social
and campus behavior from smart card transactions. We argue that our approach makes it possible
to analyze existing institutional resources to obtain information of comparable predictive value as
obtainable from surveys, leading to gains in timeliness of information (and interventions), and cost
savings.
3.2.2. Class Imbalance Learning
The class imbalance problem refers to the situation where members of one class considerably
outnumber the other class in a dataset. For example, with a 90% freshman retention rate, only 10%
of the observations belong to the dropout (prediction) class. There are two strategies for class
imbalance learning: modifying a classifier or balancing data with different sampling methods. One
of the most widely used classifier modifications is cost-sensitive learning which assigns costs to
misclassified examples. However, misclassification costs are usually unknown and lead to overfitting (He and Garcia 2009).
Over-sampling and under-sampling are the two popular data balancing strategies. Without any
heuristics, over-sampling randomly picks minority samples to replicate, which will cause overfitting. Similarly, uninformed under-sampling randomly generates a subset of the majority class
which could lead to a loss of information. One popular informed over-sampling method is the
synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE) which creates artificial data based on the
similarities between existing minority examples (Chawla et al. 2002). However, SMOTE blindly
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generates synthetic minority class samples without considering majority class samples, so it may
cause over-generalization. Various adaptive SMOTEs such as, Borderline-SMOTE and Adaptive
Synthetic Sampling have been proposed to overcome this problem (He and Garcia 2009). For
under-sampling, clustering methods have been utilized to sample synthetic data where the quality
of clustering is controlled (Yen and Lee 2009). Since clustering cannot guarantee each cluster has
similar number of instances on real-world datasets, a state-of-the-art study on imbalanced
classification proposed a practical variation of under-sampling that randomly splits the majority
class into even-sized pieces (Sun et al. 2015). However, evenly splitting may alter the distribution
of the majority class in each subset. We combine the advantages of the two methods and design a
balancing technique that facilitates ensemble learning.

3.3. Model Overview
We focus on the first-semester retention problem among freshmen, a target population identified
as most likely in need of university interventions (Herzog 2005), and a problem that has been
insufficiently studied. This section provides details of data collection and an overview of our
proposed prediction framework.
3.3.1. Data Collection
The data used for this work are collected from a large public university. We start with an
anonymized ISD of about 21,300 enrolled freshmen between years 2012 and 2014. Based on the
previous research findings and data availability, we consider 22 variables that relate to different
aspects of student demographics, sense of belonging, scholastic context, financial status, prior
academic details and family background. Details of ISD variables are in Table 1. Data
preprocessing and cleaning were performed to remove outliers, missing values and anomalies.
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After data cleaning, we were left with 20,730 freshman data points, of which 1,385 (6.68%)
dropped out after their first semester in college and 2,875 (13.89%) dropped out at the end of the
first year. We distinguish the two dropout groups, because some variables (e.g., ‘Fall GPA’,
‘Spring student loan’) are not available until the beginning the second semester. It is worth noting
that first term GPA is found to be the most important predictor of first-year dropout rates (Delen
2011; Thammasiri et al. 2014); thus, predicting first semester dropout students is harder than
predicting those who drop out after the second semester due to unavailability of a key predictor.
Table 1. Selected ISD Variables
Perspective
Demographics

Sense of belonging

Scholastic context

Financial status
Prior academic details

Family background

Variables
Ethnicity
Age above 20
Gender
Citizenship
In-state student
On-campus employment
Living community
Accommodation
Major
College
Honors student
Course units enrolled
Athlete
Fall student loan
Fall tuition waiver
High school GPA
SAT comprehensive
SAT reading
SAT math
SAT writing
Advanced placement program credits
First generation student

Type
Nominal
Binary
Binary
Nominal
Binary
Binary
Nominal
Binary
Nominal
Nominal
Binary
Number
Binary
Number
Binary
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Binary

Traditionally, signals of students’ social and campus integration are usually not accessible
through ISD and usually have to be inferred using questionnaires and surveys. To address this
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issue, we propose an approach to infer these signals by exploring their smart card transactions. We
used a university smart card transaction dataset containing approximately 5.3 million transactions
made by the same group of freshmen during their first academic year. Each transaction provides
information that includes a location on campus (can be used to infer geographical information)
and type of service (e.g., restaurant, printer services, parking, vending machine, etc.). The
transaction data reflect students’ daily activities on campus, providing a good supplement to ISD
which is mostly static information (updated every semester).
3.3.2. Model Framework
We consider the student retention prediction as a binary classification problem. The performance
of supervised learning for imbalanced data relies on how effectively it can learn from the minority
class. Therefore, our proposed framework contains two phases for training. The first phase extracts
features from multiple data sources. For this we obtain social integration signals using implicit
social networks derived from smart card transactions. Then we use a sequence learning algorithm
to capture campus integration signals from an individual's daily transactions. These signals along
with the ISD variables are used in the second phase to train classifiers. For the second phase, we
developed a clustering-based under-sampling algorithm to create balanced subsets. These subsets
are then used to train base classifiers. Our ensemble methods aggregate predictions from multiple
classifiers. After training, a feature extraction module from Phase I and a binary classification
module from Phase II are used to process test data and make predictions. We apply 10-fold cross
validation to evaluate the performance of our system, measure the effectiveness of features and
explore insights for retention interventions. The overall framework is illustrated in Figure 6 and is
described in detail in the following sections.
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Figure 6. Proposed Framework for Freshman Retention Prediction

3.4. Feature Extraction from Smart Card Data
We extend the standard ISD features with students’ social and campus integration derived from
smart card transactions. In this section, we describe two novel feature extraction methods for
inferring social and campus integration respectively.
3.4.1. Implicit Network of Students
Although smart card transactions do not directly contain information about student relationships,
an observation is that certain pairs of students make transactions at the same place and time with
considerable frequency. If we reason that the more often students make purchases together, the
more likely that they will have a peer relationship, then we can use this assumption to define
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directed implicit networks. Every node in the network is a student, and the edges connecting two
nodes represent their latent relationship (transaction). A directed weighted edge is used to indicate
how important the successor is to the predecessor in terms of socialization. Also, considering that
student behavior can be time varying, we segment the data into fixed periods of time and each data
segment is used to generate a network. We learn the dynamics of social involvement from a
temporal series of networks. When determining a time-window to create a network, a short period
of time is preferred for capturing fine-grained details. On the other hand, our latent relationship
inference requires a relatively long duration to collect enough observations of paired presences.
To maintain a balance, a two-week time window is chosen so that each period has two sets of
weekdays. Our intuition is that freshmen’s campus activities are often driven by their curricula and
schedules, and hence are similar on same weekdays. Therefore, having duplicate weekdays (e.g.,
data from consecutive Mondays) can increase the odds of observing a paired presence.
Formally, let 𝑈 = {𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … , 𝑢𝑚 } be the set of freshmen; a paired presence of 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 ∈ 𝑈 is:
two students 𝑢i , 𝑢j who made transactions at the same location within a time interval 𝜏. Given a
time period 𝑝, let the directed networks be denoted as 𝐷𝑝 (𝑈𝑝 , 𝐸𝑝 ) where 𝑈𝑝 ⊂ 𝑈 and 𝐸𝑝 is the set
of edges in 𝐷𝑝 . If 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 have at least 𝜋 (count) paired presences during time period 𝑝, then we
connect 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 and add edges 𝑒𝑖→𝑗 , 𝑒𝑗→𝑖 to 𝐸𝑝 , where 𝑒𝑖→𝑗 is the directed edge from 𝑢𝑖 to 𝑢𝑗 . We
use a normalized weight to measure the strength of peer relationships. The weight of edge 𝑒𝑖→𝑗 is
𝑝

defined as: 𝑤𝑖→𝑗 =

𝐶𝑖𝑗
ℎ∈𝑁

∑ℎ

𝑝
𝑖 𝐶𝑝
𝑖ℎ

where 𝑁𝑖𝑝 is the set of neighbors of 𝑢𝑖 in 𝐷𝑝 and 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑝 is the number of

times 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 made transactions together during the two-week time window of 𝐷𝑝 . Note that this
latent relationship is asymmetric. For instance, Bob may have only one friend, Alice, on campus
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(i.e., Alice is the only student connected with Bob in a network), but Alice may have other friends
(i.e., edges to other students in the network).
The complexity of each implicit network is controlled by 𝜏 and 𝜋. Decreasing the value of 𝜏
or increasing the value of 𝜋 can reduce the bias caused by randomness. The tradeoff is that the
network will become sparse. A sparse network might under-record and hence not be able to
accurately infer student peer relationships. In this essay we set 𝜏 as 1 minute which was the most
restrictive value possible with the transaction granularity available to us. Then we examined the
decreasing rate of the number of edges by increasing the value of 𝜋. All the networks showed a
stable decreasing rate when 𝜋 was larger than 3. Taking one of the networks as an example, Figure
7 (a) indicates an ‘elbow’ point at 𝜋=3. On average, we observe a 96% drop rate when 𝜋 is
increased from 1 to 2 and a 43% drop rate when 𝜋 is increased from 3 to 4. This suggests that a
number of random relationships are removed when 𝜋 is larger than 1. Hence, we set 𝜋 to 3 to
maintain a balance between removing bias and network sparsity. Under this parameter
configuration, we generated 8 bi-weekly networks for each semester. Figure 7(b) validates our
paired presence assumption by comparing the common location ratio (CLR) among students. If
|𝐿 ∩𝐿 |

𝐿𝑖 and 𝐿𝑗 are the sets of locations visited by 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 , then CLR is calculated as 𝐶𝐿𝑅 = |𝐿𝑖 ∪𝐿𝑗|.
𝑖

𝑗

From Figure 7(b) we observe that students connected in the network are more likely to visit the
same locations. Figure 7(c) and 7(d) together show the declining trend of network size in a
student’s first semester. A similar trend is observed across the three years. Exam weeks can be a
reason for the significant drop in the middle and the end. Also since network transitivity ranges
from 0.15 to 0.18 for all networks, this can indicate students might have more occasional paired
presences in the beginning and form more stable relationships over time.
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Figure 7. Network Parameters and Comparison of Network Attributes between Various Years
3.4.2. Network Features for Inferring Social Integration
The purpose of generating networks from smart card transactions is to infer student social
integration. We are interested in metrics that can approximate questions like “How many friends
does a student have?”, “What is the social activity level of a student?” or “Does a student have
consistent interactions on campus?” To help derive these answers from the networks, we defined
11 network features which can be grouped into 3 categories: A) node appearance metrics;
B) degree metrics; C) edge metrics. These features are measured for each individual on each biweekly network generated for a time period of interest which can be an academic year, a semester
or consecutive months during a semester. Assume the period of interest contains a set of networks
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{𝐷𝑗 (𝑉𝑗 , 𝐸𝑗 )| where 𝑚 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛 are time period indices}, we provide formal definitions of network
metrics (features) used in the remainder of this section.
Node appearance metrics. The heuristic for this feature group is as follows. A socially active
student should frequently and consistently appear in networks. We define two metrics: 1) the
number of appearance periods of a node (NAP); 2) the longest consecutive appearance period of a
node (LCAP). Formally, we compute NAP and LCAP for student 𝑢𝑖 as: 𝑁𝐴𝑃( 𝑢𝑖 ) = ∑𝑛𝑗=𝑚 𝐴𝑖𝑗
and 𝐿𝐶𝐴𝑃( 𝑢𝑖 ) = 𝑞 − 𝑝 conditioned on 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑝,𝑞 (∏𝑞𝑗=𝑝 𝐴𝑖𝑗 ∑𝑞𝑗=𝑝 𝐴𝑖𝑗 ) where 𝐴𝑖𝑗 = 1 if 𝑢𝑖 ∈
𝑉𝑗 , otherwise 𝐴𝑖𝑗 = 0 and 𝑚 ≤ 𝑝 < 𝑞 ≤ 𝑛 are time period indices. We use NAP to capture the
level of social activity on average and LCAP to measure the consistency of social activity.
Consider a 12-week period (6 networks), if a student appeared in the 1st, 3rd, 4th and 5th network,
then her NAP is 4 and LCAP is 3.
Degree metrics. Degree metrics consider that a student’s social circle can experience three
trends, i.e., stable, growing or shrinking. Among the three, a shrinking social circle may indicate
students becoming less sociable. Given a node and its degrees in each of the period networks, we
measure three degree related features: (1) average degree (AD); (2) standard deviation of degree
(SDD); (3) the ratio of average degree (RAD) between the second half of networks (corresponding
to second half of the semester) and the first half of networks. For each student 𝑢𝑖 ∈ 𝑈, we compute
1

1

AD, SDD and RAD as: 𝐴𝐷(𝑢𝑖 ) = 𝑛−𝑚+1 ∑𝑛𝑗=𝑚 𝑑𝑖𝑗 ; ( 𝑢𝑖 ) = √𝑛−𝑚+1 ∑𝑛𝑗=𝑚(𝑑𝑖𝑗 − 𝐴𝐷( 𝑢𝑖 ))2 ;
𝑛−𝑚+1
⌋−𝑚+1) ∑𝑛 𝑛−𝑚+1
𝑑𝑖𝑗
2
𝑗=⌊
⌋+1
2
𝑛−𝑚+1
⌊
⌋
𝑛−𝑚+1
𝛼+(𝑛−⌊
⌋+1) ∑𝑗=𝑚2
𝑑𝑖𝑗
2

(⌊

𝑅𝐴𝐷( 𝑢𝑖 ) =

where 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the out-degree of 𝑢𝑖 in 𝐷𝑗 and 𝛼 is a small

value avoiding division by zero. According to the definition, AD measures the size of a student’s
social circle, SDD measures how stable it is. We believe dropout students may have a shrinking
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social circle, and we use RAD to capture this pattern. In each student’s social circles we further
examine how many of the neighbors are his/her classmates. Let 𝑁𝑖𝑐 be the set of classmates of
student 𝑢𝑖 , classmate overlap (CO) in network period 𝑗 is calculated as: 𝐶𝑂( 𝑢𝑖 ) =

𝑗

|𝑁𝑖 ∩𝑁𝑖𝑐 |
𝑗

|𝑁𝑖 |

where

𝑗

𝑁𝑖 is the set of neighbors of 𝑢𝑖 in 𝐷𝑗 . We use this metric to infer students’ course involvement
based on the assumption that higher social involvement among one’s classmates reflects better
course involvement. Similarly, we examine the evolution of CO over the networks via these
metrics: (1) average classmates overlap (ACO); (2) standard deviation of classmates overlap
(SDCO); (3) the ratio of average classmates overlap (RACO). They are calculated in a same
manner as degree related features.
Edge metrics. The group of edge metrics is designed to capture whether students have strong,
stable and symmetric peer relationships. The weight, 𝑤𝑖→𝑗 of an outgoing edge indicates how
important the successor is to the predecessor. We are interested in measuring if a student in the
network has strongly connected peers. Formally, let the edge 𝑒𝑖→𝑗 connecting 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 be a strong
connection if it meets two criteria: (1) 𝑤𝑖→𝑗 is larger than 0.3; (2) 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 made at least 5
transactions together during the biweekly period. We use the global average values as thresholds
for a strong connection in the two criteria. These parameters can be also explained using the
following example: a strong connection from Bob to Alice means that: (1) 30% of Bob’s
transactions are with Alice; (2) Bob and Alice have joint transactions on average once every two
weekdays in that time window.
Based on this definition of a strong connection, we further designed three edge related metrics:
(1) proportion of strong out-going edges (PSOE); (2) Among strong out-going edges, the
probability that the paired in-coming edge is also strong (PSIE); (3) The probability of an edge in
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the first network 𝐷𝑛 being a ‘loyal’ edge (PLE), where we define an edge as ‘loyal’ if the two
nodes are continuously connected in all networks from 𝐷𝑚 to 𝐷𝑛 . We can compute the three
metrics using the following equations: 𝑃𝑆𝑂𝐸( 𝑢𝑖 ) = 𝑛−𝑚+1 ∑𝑛𝑗=𝑚
1
𝑛−𝑚+1

𝑗
𝑖 𝑃𝑗
𝑖𝑘
𝑗
𝑘∈𝑁 𝑗
𝑖
∑𝑘
𝑆𝑖𝑘
𝑘∈𝑁

∑𝑛𝑗=𝑚

∑𝑘

𝑗

; 𝑃𝐿𝐸( 𝑢𝑖 ) =

𝑘∈𝑁𝑚
𝑖 𝐿𝑛
𝑖𝑘𝑚
|𝑁𝑖𝑚 |

∑𝑘

𝑗

𝑗
𝑖 𝑆𝑗
𝑖𝑘
𝑗
|𝑁𝑖 |

𝑘∈𝑁

1

∑𝑘

; 𝑃𝑆𝐼𝐸( 𝑢𝑖 ) =

𝑗

𝑗

where 𝑆𝑖𝑘 = 1 if 𝑤𝑖→𝑘 ≥ 0.3 and 𝐶𝑖𝑘 ≥ 5 ,
𝑗

𝑗

otherwise 𝑆𝑖𝑘 = 0; 𝑃𝑖𝑘 = 1 if 𝑤𝑖→𝑘 ≥ 0.3, 𝑤𝑘→𝑖 ≥ 0.3 and 𝐶𝑖𝑘 ≥ 5, otherwise 𝑃𝑖𝑘 = 0; 𝐿𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑚 = 1
𝑗

if 𝑒𝑖→𝑘 ∈ 𝐸𝑥 for ∀𝑥 𝑚 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝑛 , otherwise 𝐿𝑛𝑖𝑘𝑚 = 0 . Recall that 𝑁𝑖 is the set of neighbors
𝑗

of 𝑢𝑖 in 𝐷𝑗 , 𝐶𝑖𝑘 is the number of times 𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑘 made transactions together during the time window
of 𝐷𝑗 , 𝑤𝑖→𝑘 is the weight of edge 𝑒𝑖→𝑘 , and 𝐸𝑥 is the edge set of network 𝐷𝑥 .
To evaluate how these implicit networks can help us identify at-risk students, we used data
from multiple Fall semesters to calculate network metrics for continuing students and dropout
students separately. We further segmented students based on their Fall GPA. Average statistics of
network metrics for each sub-group are shown in Table 2. Consistently, continuing students have
higher social activity levels than dropout students in different GPA groups. In particular, our
network metrics provide a new perspective for universities to identify academically qualified
students at risk of dropping out to target specific interventions. To reinforce our findings from
network metrics, we also calculate the proportion of social smart card transactions among all
transactions. The result indicates that on average in the continuing group, about 12.93% of a
student’s transactions are social. The same statistic in the dropout group is only 1.89% (a twosample t-test shows the difference is significant, p < 0.001). A social transaction is a transaction
made by a student with a neighbor in the implicit networks. Recall, two students are connected if
they made at least 𝜋 transactions within a time window 𝜏 during a two-week period.
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Table 2. Average Measurement of Network Metrics
GPA below 2.0
GPA between 2.0 to 3.0
GPA above 3.0
+
t-test
+
t-test
+
t-test
***
***
NAP
0.401 2.281 8.431
0.490
2.261
6.980
0.622 2.078 7.178***
***
***
LCAP
0.362 2.045 7.684
0.441
2.036
6.208
0.560 1.826 6.418***
AD
0.142 0.687 6.762*** 0.146
0.673
4.900*** 0.165 0.568 5.826***
***
SDD
0.065 0.422 7.713
0.104
0.419
5.356*** 0.109 0.368 7.021***
***
RAD
0.113 0.335 6.095
0.147
0.374
4.209*** 0.159 0.396 5.093***
ACO
0.029 0.079 3.256*** 0.067
0.119
2.014*
0.036 0.137 1.562***
***
**
SDCO 0.024 0.064 3.872
0.049
0.093
2.812
0.035 0.099 1.990***
RACO 0.070 0.250 3.747*** 0.139
0.337
1.720**
0.145 0.335 1.741**
***
***
PSOE
0.027 0.125 5.396
0.023
0.127
4.510
0.043 0.124 4.540***
PSIE
0.058 0.318 6.619*** 0.058
0.313
5.364*** 0.097 0.292 5.405***
*
PLE
0.020 0.058 2.075
0.012
0.067
1.777*
0.019 0.059 2.154*
* significant at p < 0.05; ** significant at p < 0.005; *** significant at p < 0.001
‘+’ = dropout students group; ‘-‘ = continuing student group
3.4.3. Spatial Patterns for Inferring Campus Integration
Campus integration, i.e., how well students integrate into campus life, is another important
predictor of student retention. Better integration can lead to a higher chance of retention. Similar
to social integration, this kind of information is not usually directly available to a university.
However, smart card transactions can provide signals for this concept. In our data, smart card
transactions contain three key items: student identifiers, locations of services provided on campus
and timestamps. Hence, each transaction is an instance of a student interacting with the campus
environment. We can use the volume and frequency of smart card usage to infer students’ level of
campus integration (in terms of use of campus facilities). Furthermore, if we extract locations from
these tuples and order them in a sequence based on their timestamp, we can obtain a trajectory of
students’ activities on campus. In Chapter 1, we have discussed that these location sequences
exhibit spatial and temporal patterns that can be used to predict students’ future locations. Such
patterns are formed by different aspects of campus life such as class schedules, community
activities and living conditions.
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An example is seen in Figure 8. A student has a morning class. She drives to the school and
parks her car in the garage. After class she buys herself a cup of coffee. At noon, the student buys
lunch at the food court. In the evening, she studies in the library and uses the printer there. Let us
further assume this is a regular routine for this student on that weekday. Then, we should be able
to obtain a frequent sequence of locations ordered as ‘parking, coffee shop, restaurant, library’
from her historical records.

Student

Figure 8. An Example of Campus Life Routine
Returning to our original question, the purpose of investigating location sequences is to infer
students’ campus integration. We assume that students who have a higher volume of smart card
transactions and more predictable campus behaviors are better integrated into campus life. Next,
we show the necessity of location clustering to make the sequential learning more reliable.
Thereafter we introduce our metrics for measuring students’ level of regularity in their purchasing
behavior.
Location clustering. As mentioned, frequent sequential patterns can reveal campus life
routines. However, the same routine may be exhibited as different patterns. Taking Figure 8 as an
example, if the student chooses one restaurant from a set of three every time she goes to the food
court, we may observe three frequent patterns that are the same except for the restaurant’s name.
It is useful to combine the restaurant patterns into one, and add up their frequencies to get a
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combined pattern with higher frequency. This will help better understand which students have a
regular routine. Our solution for combing these patterns is to cluster locations. We reuse the graph
clustering algorithm introduced in section 2.4.2. This method returned 78 clusters from a total of
271 locations. Each cluster is represented as a unique ASCII code (its “ID”). Then we replaced the
location’s name in the original sequence with the cluster ID they were assigned to. We call this
new form of sequences as the “area sequences”.
Location predictability. Based on area sequences, we define the first metric to measure
students’ regularity of daily life on campus. We used our previous sequence prediction model from
Chapter 1 to measure how predictable a student’s next location is. This model is trained for each
individual based on historical records. After training, the prediction is made on a daily basis. Given
a sequence of visited areas on a certain day (can be none) and a future timestamp on the same day,
the model will predict an area that the student most likely to visit at that time. Next, we discuss
how we use the model to measure how regular or predictable a student’s routine is.
Given a fixed time range, we segment each student’s transitions into 𝑛 stacked time chunks
with the same time increment (e.g., week or month). Then we make 𝑛 predictions for every student.
𝑖
Let 𝑇𝑗𝑖 be the transactions made by student 𝑢𝑖 in chunk 𝑗, since time chunks are stacked, 𝑇𝑗−1
is
𝑖
contained in 𝑇𝑗𝑖 . In the 𝑗𝑡ℎ prediction, we use 𝑇𝑗−1
to train the model and randomly pick up one
𝑖
transaction in 𝑇𝑗𝑖 but not in 𝑇𝑗−1
as a test case. Areas visited before the test case (if they exist) and

the timestamp of the test case are model inputs. The area where this test transaction happens will
be used to compare with the model output. For each student, the regularity level (RL) is then
calculated as the percentage of accurate prediction among 𝑛 tests.
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Figure 9 shows results of an experiment in which we used transactions in the Fall semester
segmented into 5 time chunks. We compared the distribution of regularity level between
continuing students and students who dropped out after first semester. The lowest level of “0”
indicates that behavior for those students was not regular, and hence not predicable. The continuing
group has 29.74% of its population at this level and the dropout group has a significantly higher
47.51% of its population at this level (i.e., almost half of them do not have a predictable pattern).
For all the other regularity levels, the continuing group has a larger population proportion than the
dropout group (i.e., continuing student schedules are more regular). Further, the average prediction
accuracy for the dropout group is 30.54% while it is 41.52% for the continuing group (a twosample t-test shows the difference is significant, p < 0.001). These statistics indicate that
continuing students are more predictable than dropout students.

Figure 9. Comparison of Regularity Level between Dropout and Continuing Groups
Weekday similarity. As we mentioned earlier, a lot of campus activities are schedule-based
on weekdays, e.g., classes and community activities, our second metric is designed from a weekday
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activity perspective. If students are actively engaged in campus activities, their sequences of areas
should be more likely to exhibit same patterns among corresponding weekdays. In contrast, using
the example from Figure 8 if a student stops attending the morning class or quits study groups,
then we might be able to detect this by identifying a loss of pattern on that weekday. Based on this
idea, we define a new metric using the sequences of similarities between the same weekdays (e.g.,
Mondays). For sequence comparison, we used the Ratcliff-Obershelp algorithm (Ratcliff and
Metzener 1988) which matches characters by looking at the longest common subsequence and
recursively compares unmatched parts in a same manner. The longest common subsequence can
be interpreted as repetitive visit patterns. The reason for this choice is that it computes the ratio of
matching characters to the total number of characters in the two sequences, so we can have a fuzzy
detection. Here, we only consider school days so holidays and weekends are ignored. Formally,
we compute a score of weekday activity similarity (WAS) for a student on a specific weekday as:
𝑗

𝑊𝐴𝑆(𝑢𝑖 , 𝜔) =

𝑗+1

∑𝑛−1
𝑗=1 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑖𝑘 ,𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑖𝑘 )
𝑛−1

𝑗

where 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑖𝑘 is the sequence of areas on weekday 𝜔 in week 𝑗

of student 𝑢𝑖 . We then calculate average WAS score of each student over weekdays from Monday
to Friday. Using the entire dataset, the WAS of dropout students is 26.15% and the WAS of
continuing students is 37.67% (a two-sample t-test shows the difference is significant, p < 0.001).

3.5. Class Imbalance Learning
The problem of imbalanced binary data is quite common in the real-world and it is critical for
classification performance for two reasons: 1) the minority class is usually misclassified without a
proper data-balancing technique; 2) misclassifying a minority instance can cost more than
misclassifying a majority instance (e.g., patient at-risk for a disease or a student at-risk for dropping
out). In our data, about 20% of freshmen drop out after the first year and this ratio is reasonably
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consistent across many higher educational institutions (Tinto 2006). On average about 6.68% drop
out after the first semester itself (the focus of our study). In this section, we introduce our class
imbalance learning algorithm. As illustrated in Figure 10, the proposed algorithm has two phases.
In the data balancing phase, we used a clustering-based under-sampling strategy to obtain balanced
subsets without losing distribution patterns of the majority class. Then in the learning phase, we
applied an ensemble method to have an enhanced learning effort. Next we revisit the framework
and discuss it in more detail.

Figure 10. Framework of Class Imbalanced Learning Algorithm

3.5.1 Clustering-based Under-sampling
Compared with over-sampling or its variants, under-sampling will not add artificial data into the
dataset, so the distribution of the entire dataset holds. Also, instead of having just one balanced
dataset, under-sampling can generate multiple balanced datasets, which makes it possible to adopt
enhanced learning such as ensemble methods. However, using uninformed under-sampling, the
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sampled majority class subset is unlikely to have the same distribution pattern as the main dataset.
To overcome this problem, we use clustering-based under-sampling so the sampled subset has a
similar distribution. Assume we have 𝑘 clusters in the majority class, when we generate a subset
we ensure it contains samples from all the 𝑘 clusters, where the size in the subset is proportional
to the size in the complete set. By doing so, we can obtain a subset that is closer to the complete
set in terms of data distribution.

Figure 11. Cost of Merging Clusters in Hierarchical Clustering
In this work, we used agglomerative hierarchical clustering with Ward’s linkage method (Ward
1963) to segment majority samples in their feature spaces. Every clustering step is associated with
a cost calculated as the distance between two clusters being merged. Figure 11 shows the costs of
last 50 merges. Ideally, the best number of clusters has to be evaluated by the final prediction
performance. Instead of testing possible numbers in a wide range, we applied a two-step evaluation
to save computational time. We start with an internal evaluation by taking the relative growth rate
of cost as a heuristic to identify potential number of clusters. Formally, the candidate set is defined
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as {𝑘𝑖 |if

𝑀𝐷𝑖 −M𝐷𝑖−1
𝑀𝐷𝑖−1

≥ 𝜃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘𝑖 ≤ 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 } where 𝑘𝑖 is the number of clusters at merge step 𝑖 , 𝑀𝐷𝑖

is the associated merge distance, 𝜃 and 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 are parameters control the cardinality of candidate
set. Figure 142 shows a set of candidates with 𝜃 empirically set as 0.3 and 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 as 50. After doing
this internal evaluation, our model obtains a few candidates, and we perform the external
evaluation through comparing the prediction performance by using each of them as 𝑘.

Figure 12. Identifying Candidate Number of Clusters
The remaining part of our sampling strategy is straightforward. Let 𝑘 be the number of clusters
identified in the majority class, 𝐷𝑚𝑎 be the set of the majority samples and 𝐷𝑚𝑖 be the set of
𝑖
minority data. Then each cluster of majority samples is 𝐷𝑚𝑎
for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 . The number of

majority sample members selected from the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ cluster is: 𝑁𝑠𝑖 =

|𝐷𝑚𝑖 |
|𝐷𝑚𝑎 |

𝑖
|𝐷𝑚𝑎
|. To create a piece of

training set, 𝑁𝑠𝑖 samples from 𝑖 𝑡ℎ cluster are randomly selected with replacement, which is denoted
𝑖
as 𝑆(𝑁𝑠𝑖 , 𝐷𝑚𝑎
) in Figure 10. To evenly use samples in a cluster, we define a sampling probability
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𝑖
of 𝑗 𝑡ℎ sample in 𝐷𝑚𝑎
as 𝑃𝑗 =

1
|𝐷𝑖 | 1
(1+𝜆𝑗 ) ∑𝑟 𝑚𝑎
1+𝜆𝑟

where 𝜆𝑗 is the number of times 𝑗 𝑡ℎ sample has been

selected. Finally, we combine the 𝑘 sampled majority sets together along with the complete
minority set to construct a new balanced dataset. This way, we can generate multiple balanced
datasets which can be used to train the ensemble classifier.
3.5.2 Ensemble Learning
In the supervised learning phase, we use the balanced data obtained from resampling to train the
base classifiers. After training, each classifier will output a discrete class label value for a test
𝑖
sample. We denote by 𝑓𝑖 the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ classifier trained on balanced subset 𝐷𝑏𝑎𝑙
for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚 where 𝑚

can be an arbitrary integer. Here we set 𝑚 =

|𝐷𝑚𝑎 |
|𝐷𝑚𝑖 |

and use 1 and −1 to label the dropout class and

continuing class respectively. Given an input sample 𝒙, 𝑓𝑖 (𝒙) ∈ {1, −1} is the class that 𝑖 𝑡ℎ
classifier predicts 𝒙 belongs to and we call 𝒚 = [𝑓1 (𝒙), 𝑓2 (𝒙), … , 𝑓𝑚 (𝒙)] the output vector.
As part of our class imbalanced learning algorithm, we weight the output vector 𝒚 before using
it in the ensemble learning. The heuristic for this weighting strategy is as follows: if a test sample
is closer to a training set data point, the prediction of the corresponding classifier is more reliable.
Based on this assumption, the weight of 𝑓𝑖 (𝒙) is assigned as the inverse of average distance
𝑖
between 𝒙 and all training samples in subset 𝐷𝑏𝑎𝑙
, which can be formally defined as: 𝑤𝑖 (𝒙) =
𝑖
| 𝐷𝑏𝑎𝑙
|

𝛼+∑

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝒙,𝒑)
𝒑∈ 𝐷𝑖𝑏𝑎𝑙

where 𝛼 is a small value to avoid dividing by 0 and 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝒙, 𝒑) represents the

Euclidean Distance between sample 𝒙 and 𝒑.
We compared two simple yet effective methods for ensemble learning: majority voting and
stacking. After collecting 𝑚 outputs from base classifiers, majority voting simply selects the label
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that has the most weighted votes, so the label of 𝒙 is: 𝐴𝑟𝑔 max ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 (𝒙)𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑒(𝑙, 𝑓𝑖 (𝒙))
𝑙∈{1,−1}

where 𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑒(𝑙, 𝑓𝑖 (𝒙)) = 1 if 𝑙 = 𝑓𝑖 (𝒙). The second method is a meta-model derived from a meta′
dataset (Džeroski and Ženko 2004). We resampled a new balanced data set 𝐷𝑏𝑎𝑙
and used it to

train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) as the meta-model. In particular, for 𝒙′ ∈ 𝐷′ , we create a
new training instance (𝑤1 (𝒙′ )𝑓1 (𝒙′ ), 𝑤2 (𝒙′ )𝑓2 (𝒙′ ), … , 𝑤𝑛 (𝒙′ )𝑓𝑛 (𝒙′ ), 𝑙𝒙′ ) where 𝑙𝒙′ is the actual
label of 𝒙′ . Essentially, the inputs of the meta-model are the outputs from base classifiers. By
combining heterogeneous classifiers, stacking usually obtains better performance than any single
base classifier.

3.6. Data Analysis and Results
In this section, we describe our experiments to evaluate our proposed model from the following
aspects: 1) the contribution of our network and spatial sequence features in improving prediction
performance; 2) the necessity of data balancing; 3) the ability of our model to proactively identify
students who drop out before the end of the first semester. After the empirical evaluation, we
discuss how our results can be helpful for retention administration. Before we delve into the results,
we first briefly introduce our design choices in determining parameters for the data mining models.
3.6.1. Design Choices, Data Mining Model Parameters
The first configuration we need to setup for the experimental evaluation is to decide performance
indicators that better reflect real-word requirements. Traditionally, the overall performance of a
classification model can be measured by accuracy or Area under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve (AUROC). Given the unbalanced nature of classes, we consider AUROC a
better indicator than overall accuracy, as accuracy can be dominated by the negative class. As a
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binary classification problem, we also measured three evaluation metrics: precision, recall and F2score for both positive and negative classes. Considering the purpose of this prediction model is
to identify students at-risk for timely intervention, we define the dropout students as the “positive
class” (to be predicted) and the retained students as negative class. From the university perspective,
classifier performance on the class of interest (dropout / positive) is more important. For the
positive class, its precision and recall reflect the ability of the model to avoid Type I (incorrectly
identifying a retained student as being at risk of dropping out) and Type II errors (not identifying
a student who is at risk of dropping out). In the context of student retention, we argue that the cost
of Type II errors for a university is higher than that of Type I errors. Therefore, we emphasize
recall over precision and for the same reason, we calculate the F2 score instead of F1. To reduce
concerns about costs due to low precision on the positive class, the results of our model can be
used for preliminary intervention via email, virtual meetings, or telephone calls instead of a costly
in-person intervention.
Next we choose the algorithm for the base classifiers. Previous studies have reported that SVM
(Thammasiri et al. 2014), Decision Tree (C4.5) (Lin 2012; Yadav and Pal 2012) and Naïve
Bayesian (NB) (Zhang et al. 2010) classifiers are effective in predicting student retention. In this
evaluation, we compared all these classifier algorithms along with Random Forests (RF). Which
algorithm is best for this task is determined by evaluating their performances. Similarly, as
discussed in Section 5, candidates for the number of clusters in the data balancing phase will also
be evaluated externally by their performances. For our full dataset, internal evaluation suggested
further evaluating four cluster counts of 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8.
Proactive prediction is one important aspect that differentiates our study from previous ones.
We trained our model using the first 12 weeks of smart card data (four weeks before the end of the
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Fall semester, i.e., freshman year, first semester). Variables generated after the 12th week like
semester GPA, next semester student loan or financial aid, and end of semester network and spatial
data were excluded, even though they would improve the performance of the model.
To evaluate the contribution of network and spatial sequences features, we define four feature
groups, denoted as: 1) ISD only (I), 2) ISD and network features (IN), 3) ISD and spatial sequence
features (IS), 4) ISD, network features and spatial sequence features (INS). To demonstrate the
necessity of data balancing, given a data mining algorithm and a feature group, we tested its
prediction performance with three settings: 1) no data balancing technique applied (NOB); 2)
SMOTE; 3) Clustering-based under-sampling with ensemble using weighted vote (CUVX) or
stacking (CUSX) where the ‘X’ indicates the number of clusters used in sampling. Therefore, we
tested each of the 4 data mining algorithms with 40 configurations (4 feature groups × 10
balancing options). We name the evaluated model using an “Algorithm_Features_Balancing
Technique” format. For example, “RF_INS_NOB” represents a Random Forest model using all
features with no balancing technique applied. All tests in the remainder of this section were
evaluated using 10-fold cross validation.
3.6.2. Empirical Results
In the first part of evaluation, we first selected the optimal confirmation for each algorithm based
on their positive F2 scores. RF was the best among all the four not only on the F2-score, but also
on all the other metrics except negative precision and positive recall. The results also indicate
Naïve Bayesian was not as competitive as the other three. Among the four, SVM provided the best
positive recall of 83.4% with 23.2% positive precision but Random Forest was more balanced with
a positive recall of 81.4% and a positive precision of 24.9%. The performances of RF and SVM
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on the negative class were much better with over 98% precision and 80% recall so that their overall
accuracies were over 80%. This indicates that our models are not over-fitting aggressively to
predict positive samples.
The result of the optimal number of clusters for clustering-based under-sampling is consistent:
all models gained the best performance using 8 clusters. Regarding the contribution of our new
features, all the algorithms performed better with the extended feature set (either IN or INS). Three
algorithms (SVM, Random Forest, and C4.5) performed best with a full feature group of ISD,
network features and spatial sequences features (INS) while Naïve Bayesian performed best with
ISD plus network features (IN).
Table 3. Results of Best Configurations based on F2-score
Model
RF_INS_CUS8
SVM_INS_CUV8
C4.5_INS_CUS8
NB_INS_CUS8

Accuracy AUROC
0.823
0.803
0.771
0.582

0.873
0.839
0.843
0.689

Positive
Precision Recall
0.814
0.249
0.232
0.834
0.196
0.783
0.116
0.791

F2
0.560
0.549
0.489
0.366

Negative
Precision Recall
0.984
0.824
0.801
0.985
0.980
0.770
0.974
0.567

F2
0.851
0.832
0.804
0.619

Based on the results in Table 3, we demonstrate the marginal effectiveness of our new feature
and data balancing techniques by fixing the base classifier using RF and balancing technique using
CUS8. As illustrated in Table 4, our network features provide obvious performance improvements
for the positive (dropout) class. By adding network features only to ISD, F2-score increased from
0.340 to 0.542. Recall and AUROC increased slightly if we add only spatial sequence features. F2score increased from 0.340 to 0.367 if we compare RF_I_CUS8 with RF_IS_CUS8. Finally, we
obtain the best performance on all indicators by using all the three feature groups. This shows us
the importance of adding network features as well as accounting for the imbalanced class issues.
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In Table 5, we discuss the necessity of data balancing techniques. The baseline model
‘RF_I_NOB’ (no balancing) has a very low sensitivity to the minority class, even after adding
extended features ‘RF_INS_NOB’. Adding either SMOTE or clustering-based balancing,
improves the positive class recall and F2 scores significantly. Among the class imbalance learning
algorithms, ‘RF_INS_CUS8’ has the highest F2-score and recall rate for the dropout class and
therefore is considered the best performance model in our experiments. We further examine the
performance of Model ‘RF_INS_CUS1’ which randomly splits the majority class to match size of
the minority class. The results show our informed under-sampling gains better performance on all
indicators. In our external evaluation, F2-score of different number of clusters ranges from 0.53 to
0.56, which indicates the prediction performance is not sensitive to the clustering results. We
conclude that solely adding new features can improve the model performance but not enough, and
class balancing techniques are required. Using any of the three balancing techniques greatly
increases the model sensitivity.
Table 4. Marginal Effectiveness of Feature Groups
Model
RF_I_CUS8
RF_IN_CUS8
RF_IS_CUS8
RF_INS_CUS8

Accuracy AUROC
0.626
0.814
0.641
0.823

0.687
0.865
0.708
0.873

Positive
Precision Recall
0.114
0.676
0.237
0.799
0.124
0.715
0.249
0.814

F2
0.340
0.542
0.367
0.560

Negative
Precision Recall
0.964
0.623
0.983
0.816
0.969
0.636
0.984
0.824

F2
0.670
0.844
0.683
0.851

Table 5. Necessity of Balancing Techniques
Model

Accuracy AUROC

RF_I_NOB
RF_INS_NOB
RF_INS_SMOTE
RF_INS_CUV8
RF_INS_CUS8
RF_INS_CUS1

0.926
0.924
0.797
0.819
0.823
0.817

0.697
0.719
0.823
0.864
0.873
0.853

Positive
Precision Recall
0.333
0.101
0.180
0.362
0.215
0.763
0.242
0.801
0.249
0.814
0.236
0.779
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F2
0.117
0.200
0.505
0.547
0.560
0.533

Negative
Precision Recall
0.939
0.986
0.943
0.977
0.979
0.800
0.983
0.820
0.984
0.824
0.981
0.820

F2
0.976
0.970
0.830
0.848
0.851
0.848

3.6.3. Improving Model Specificity
Our evaluation proves the effectiveness of the proposed modeling approach in reducing Type II
errors. However, the models with data balancing have a relatively lower positive-class accuracy
which is caused by a tradeoff of precision to maintain a high recall rate. In terms of the impact of
the lower precision, if we examine the prediction efficiency in the long run, not all the Type I
errors (a false positive classification of a student being at risk of dropping out) made by our model
are a waste of intervention efforts. Taking predictions for the first year (Fall 2012) as an example,
our model predicts 1,645 students at risk and 79% of these predictions are Type I errors (didn’t
drop out after their first semester). However, if we track these students in following years, about
36% percent of them eventually drop out from the college. This means in the long run interventions
are still useful and necessary for over half of the predicted dropouts.

Figure 13. Distribution of In-state and Live On-campus Students
Additionally, the low specificity of current model is partially due to the limitation of incoming
data. It is possible that students do not actively use their smart card for reasons other than being
less sociable (which is linked to lower retention). For instance, as shown in Figure 13(a), in-state
students have a larger distribution in false positive versus out-state students. This is reasonable if
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we consider in-state students may live locally (e.g., with parents) and use their smart cards on
fewer occasions than out-of-state students, which leads to Type I errors in our model. A related
observation from Figure 13(b) is that on-campus living is an indicator that helps our model to make
true positive predictions. One rule that can be generated from this observation is that if a student
is out-of-state, lives on-campus, and shows a low socialization level then (s)he is likely to be atrisk of dropping out.
One solution to help improve specificity is including more in-semester academic indicators
which are currently not been used in our model. To test the potential of using academic indicators,
we conducted a comparison experiment that included GPA of the first Fall semester to make
predictions for the Spring semester. As shown in Table 6, we pick the best configuration for each
task using Random Forest with a full feature group and CUS8. The difference is that we added
‘Fall GPA’ which improves the precision of positive class identification from 24.9% to 37.3%.
This confirms the value of GPA in identifying students at risk. We can interpret the result as: if we
know a student has low academic performance, then the likelihood of dropping-out increases
significantly. An academic indicator that is available before the end of first semester can
potentially improve our positive class precision. However, we recognize the challenge in obtaining
such data, e.g., course progress or mid-term exam performance metrics for students.
Table 6. Adding GPA as Predictor
Task

Accuracy AUROC

Fall
Spring

0.823
0.894

0.873
0.892

Positive
Negative
Precision Recall
F2
Precision Recall
F2
0.249
0.814 0.560 0.984
0.824 0.851
0.373
0.856 0.680 0.989
0.897 0.914
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3.6.4. Feature Importance Evaluation for Decision Support
Freshman retention rates can vary considerably between different colleges in a university.
Therefore, it is worth of investigating the performance of our model across colleges. Also, we
would like to understand how the relative importance of predictors varies across colleges.
In this study, we used feature selection methods to directly measure the impact of each feature
of the model. The general idea is to remove each feature from the feature space and measure how
much the F2-score decreases. For important predictors, removing them should significantly
decrease the performance. The results can provide recommendations for college administrators to
identify students at-risk in their specific programs.
In Table 7, we list colleges with sufficiently large freshman populations to run our tests (based
on three years’ data). For each listed college, we show the number of samples, dropout rate,
performance indicators (positive precision, recall and F2-score) and most importantly top 5
indicators measured by the previously mentioned feature selection method.
A quick observation is that our extended features consistently appear as important indicators
for colleges. Another commonly strong indicator is “student loan” reflecting students’ financial
status, which is consistent with previous studies. Engineering and medicine have much lower firstterm dropout rates than the average. Their relatively lower positive (dropout) precision might be
due to fewer positive samples. At the college level, analysis of feature importance allows
administrators to focus on particular student groups and look into certain types of indicators. Using
the results in Table 7 as an example, for business students, three of the top five indicators are social
variables: RACO, LCAP, and living community. This may indicate the nature of intervention
activities that such students can benefit from, such as encouraging students to have more positive
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social interactions. Some strong indicators are unique to schools and thus can be helpful for
targeting students. The ‘age’ indicator for students in Liberal Arts suggests paying attention to
non-traditional aged freshmen. Similarly, the indicator of “first generation student” offers retention
administrators a possible targeting strategy for students in Agriculture. Although, the patterns
underlying the student retention may vary by the setting of institutions, institution administrators
may use our method as a starting point to help them design interventions at their respective
campuses.
Table 7. Feature Selection for Colleges
College
name

Number Drop- +Precision +Recall +F2
Top 5 indicators
of
out
samples rate
Business
9,102
6.76% 0.221
0.863
0.546 Student loan, RACO, LCAP,
RL, living community
Liberal Arts 5,735
7.84% 0.269
0.883
0.604 Student loan, PSOE, NAP,
SDCO, age
Engineering 3,099
3.19% 0.104
0.886
0.352 Accommodation, AD,
student loan, LCAP, RL
Science
7,708
6.12% 0.215
0.806
0.520 Student loan, in-state
student, accommodation,
RACO, RL
Social
4,137
7.61% 0.209
0.798
0.511 NAP, RACO, ethnicity,
Science
student loan, course units
Medicine

3,014

4.91% 0.177

0.810

Agriculture

2,455

7.33% 0.219

0.827

0.471 In-state student, course
units, NAP, PSE, student
loan
0.531 First generation, PLE
RACO, RAD, student loan

3.7. Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we present a novel big data approach to predict student retention. Prior work
includes behavioral approaches to gauge student integration or data-driven approaches that make
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predictions using readily available ISD variables. Both approaches have their advantages and
limitations. In our approach, we leverage the availability of ISD and supplement it with derived
student integration features to facilitate higher quality and timely predictions. An original aspect
of our model is that we extract implicit interactions and spatial sequences from smart card
transactions, on which we apply network analysis and sequence learning methods to extract
features to infer students’ social and campus integration. In conjunction with domain knowledge
(e.g. transaction frequency, course enrollment and schedules), we design novel network metrics to
measure students’ social integration using implicit networks and examine the evolution of these
metrics over time. By modeling students’ daily routine as spatial sequences, we are able to capture
the regularity of their activity levels and use it to infer how well they are integrated into the
university environment. These features fill gaps in previous research that solely consider ISD to
predict student retention. In order to learn from class imbalanced data, we proposed an extension
of past work in under-sampling. Our approach uses clustering to maintain the distribution patterns
in the subset of the majority class. In the learning phase, we combined weighting with ensemble
methods and proved their effectiveness for student retention.
Our evaluations show that the new features are effective in significantly improving precision
and recall rates in identifying dropout students. The balancing technique we used can be a
competitive choice for researchers to consider. Without the above techniques, a ‘baseline’ model
can still acquire high overall accuracy by naively predicting everyone in the retain class as most
students continue into their second term (and year). However, performance on the dropout class,
especially recall, should be of focus in the evaluation of a student retention prediction model (as
those are the students to target for interventions), which is a strength of our model. Furthermore,
our approach enables us to make proactive predictions before knowing a student’s first term GPA.
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Most prior work considers the freshman retention problem by looking at data available at the end
of the first semester (at which point it is too late). Our method provides a unique value for practice
by identifying at-risk students early. Compared to academic-index based methods (Snyder et al.
2003) that solely rely on students’ records before college, the signals we extract from smart card
usage offers more updated evaluation of students’ social and campus involvement. This allows the
university administration to identify at-risk students and implement interventions within the first
semester itself. By running feature importance evaluation at a college level, our model provides
actionable decision support for university administration to perform student interventions under
different college circumstances.
Better prediction of freshman at-risk and targeting intervention are essential to increasing
retention rate, which yields significant financial benefits to both students and institutions. From a
student’s perspective, leaving college before degree completion is economically deleterious.
College graduates with a bachelor’s degree earn nearly twice as much as dropouts over their
careers (Snyder and Dillow 2013). From an institutional perspective, retaining students improves
the financial health of institutions by tuition, fees and potential alumni contributions. Higher
retention rate that translates into higher graduation rate, which has become an important outcome
metric that affects government funding to institutions.
One limitation of our current work is that in our efforts to improve the recall rate (i.e., minimize
missing at-risk students) a trade-off was made that identifies some students at risk of dropping out
(who in fact did not drop out). This may increase the cost of interventions (as the target population
is larger). Given that smart card transactions only provide limited ‘snapshots’ of students’ daily
activities, additional data about student academic activity can help made the predictions more
proactive. This also has a bearing for predictions for students who do not use a smart card very
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often for reasons other than being less sociable (e.g. living off campus with parents). While we
chose a 12-week window for predictions, earlier predictions can be made with expected trade-offs.
For example, in our experiments, using 6 weeks of data (e.g., predicting within the second month
of a Fall semester) reduces the recall of the dropout (positive) class by 10%. Taking the above
limitations into consideration, potential future directions are: 1) Include other sources of academic
and student integration data into the model, such as data from learning management systems,
which can supply additional academic features to improve the current model. 2) Make iterative
improvements to the steps within the learning process, e.g., the clustering algorithm for undersampling and the ensemble method for combining results. 3) Explore additional data on campus
activities that can help us avoid making Type I errors when solely using smart cards. The network
analysis and sequence learning methods we used to extract features from smart card usage can also
be used with other kinds of data involving students’ interactions and spatial information. Potential
data resources for future work include campus recreation facilities, student dorm check-ins, and
Wi-Fi/LAN usage. These should allow creating networks with different semantics, to provide more
comprehensive aspects about students’ campus life.
In conclusion, our work combines traditional student-related institutional datasets with inferred
social (transactions with peers) and behavioral (spatial sequence regularity) signals extracted from
smart card transactions. By doing so, we significantly improve the quality of predicting students
at risk of dropping out, and are able to do so well before the end of the first semester. This allows
universities to provide timely interventions to students to facilitate increased retention. Our
theoretical contributions include an innovative extraction of implicit network features, new
temporal network-based metric generation for student retention, the combination of traditional and
network features for prediction, and an extension of work for handling imbalanced class data.
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Chapter 4. Deep Learning of Spatiotemporal Patterns for Urban
Mobility Prediction
4.1. Introduction
With the global trend towards urbanization, the concept of “smart cities”, as a data and information
system supported the vision of urban development, has gained increasing attention within both
academia and industry. Numerous practices (Albino et al. 2015; Batty et al. 2012; Consoli et al.
2015) have demonstrated large-scale human-sensing datasets as a basic ingredient for the new
wave of urban development, which are fostered by wireless technologies, such as Global
Positioning System (GPS), Radio-frequency identification (RFID) chips and contactless smart
cards. Indeed, the availability of massive real-time location data opens the opportunity to
revolutionize human mobility modeling. Understanding human mobility offers instructive insights
into various aspects of urban management including urban planning, traffic control and public
safety (Yang et al. 2016). In particular, timely and accurate prediction of human movement in
urban areas is of great importance for adaptive and demand-driven service management which
characterize the term “smart”.
Despite the rich and varied amount of data, modeling urban mobility is still challenging due to
three major factors that affect travel behaviors. First of all, human convergent and dispersive
exhibit mixed temporal dependencies on different time scales (González et al. 2008). For instance,
on a typical weekday, crowding on public transport reaches its peak during rush hours and drops
into a low point in the early morning or at late night. On a weekly basis, travel behaviors tend to
be similar among adjacent weekdays but change tremendously when it comes to weekends.
Secondly, urban dynamics also depend on the spatial distribution of regions related to diverse city
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functions such as providing space for residence, recreation, industry, and transit transfer facilities.
Literature has shown that periodic and bursty patterns of public transportation ridership vary across
the transit network (Sun et al. 2014). Thirdly, urban mobility can be influenced by environmental
factors such as nature of a holiday, weather conditions, and special events, which also interacts
with spatiotemporal factors (Strover and Edward 2012). The magnitude of environmental impacts
differs by mode of transportation, time and season.
To understand and tackle such challenges, we use data from a public transportation network in
a large developing-country city as a proxy to characterize and model urban mobility. The
motivation for our research focus is driven by the projection that much of the urban sprawl is
expected to occur in cities of developing nations where public transportation is a backbone of
urban development (Gwilliam 2003). A major issue of the transportation system in those newly
industrialized regions is the widening gap between ever-increasing demand for mobility and
existing road network capacity. Furthermore, the surge in vehicle population has led to increased
road safety concerns, traffic congestion and environmental effects (Ram et al. 2016). Encouraging
the use of public transport options, such as buses or metro rail, is a sustainable solution to
alleviating some of these problems. Public transportation in populated cities, however, is often
plagued by passenger overcrowding (Farkas et al. 2015). Short-term forecasting ridership demand
on a highly granular level provides urban planners with real-time evidence to support dynamic
service scheduling for better operational efficiency and lower management cost. Traditional
approaches for ridership forecasting mainly focus on the prediction on a small section of transit
network and assume the demand is a linear combination of human engineered factors, which is too
simplistic for practical usage. On the other hand, deep learning methods do not require extensive
human effort and have shown remarkable performance with data that exhibit nonlinear properties.
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Toward this end, we present a novel deep neural network architecture to collectively predict shortterm passenger flow between each pair of urban regions.
We model citywide bus trips in a directed graph where vertices are urban regions, and directed
edges indicate aggregated passenger volume. We update the graph periodically and represent it in
an origin-destination (OD) matrix. The proposed model is constructed by stacking three neural
network components. The first component is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that
processes OD matrices to extract spatial dependencies. The receptive fields of the convolutional
kernels are specially designed to capture the mass gatherings in bus travels. In the second
component, CNN outputs are organized into three multivariate time series of different intervals,
namely hourly, daily and weekly time series. We employ Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to
learn patterns from sequential matrices (Lukoševičius and Jaeger 2009). Of particular interest is
the LSTM that is capable of encoding long-term dependencies (Hochreiter et al. 1997). Each time
series is aggregated in an LSTM network to extract inherent and non-linear representation for
prediction. Furthermore, since environmental factors are not explicitly encoded in OD matrices,
we attach a neural attention mechanism on top of LSTM networks to guide the aggregation. To
effectively calculate neural attentions, we convert environmental factors into real-valued
representations by considering their effects on ridership demand. Then, we measure embedding
similarities among matrices in the time series and weight their potential contributions to prediction.
We call these vectors context embedding since they make the prediction context-aware. Lastly, we
introduce a late fusion network as the third component in the framework, which dynamically
merges predictions from LSTM components and adjustments from context embedding to produce
a final prediction. The entire deep neural network is trained in an end-to-end manner using bus
GPS trajectory and automatic fare collection (AFC) data on a system-wide scale. To facilitate the
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training, we invented a suite of big data techniques to process the raw data, including a distributed
algorithm that calculates passenger movement and bus travel time from sensor streams. As a byproduct, these techniques provide a relatively economical solution (compared to systems that use
expensive passenger monitoring equipment on each bus, for example) for transportation
monitoring and management in cities where expensive digital infrastructure is commonly
constrained by restricted resources.
To the best of our knowledge, the proposed model is the first systematical solution that applies
deep learning approaches to forecasting ridership in public transportation on an urban scale. Our
contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
i.

Spatial, temporal and environmental effects on urban mobility are modeled
simultaneously in a ridership forecasting problem using the proposed deep learning
architecture.

ii.

Citywide ridership forecasting is formulated as a matrix prediction problem by
representing passenger flows in a graph structure, which enables the identification of
potential mass gatherings using a CNN.

iii.

Temporal dependencies on different time scales can be learned in parallel LSTMs with
a neural attention mechanism enabled by context embedding.

iv.

Distributed data processing and integration techniques are developed for efficient and
economical handling of large data streams. The proposed model can be generalized to
multiple transit modes while retaining trainability.
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4.2. Related Work
Here we introduce related conceptions and work from two perspectives. First, we discuss relevant
data sources for human mobility modeling. Then we review current practices of ridership
forecasting that lead to the design of this work.
4.2.1. Views of Human Mobility
The traditional approach to model human mobility relies on data derived from travel questionnaires
(Strover and Edward 2012; Wang et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2016). They provide detailed information
for analyzing individual travel choices. However, manually collected survey data are usually
limited to small sample sizes and are costly to expand over a large population. The recent
emergence of location tracking techniques provide the means to automatically collect human
presence data on an unprecedented spatial and temporal scale with a low cost. Mobile devices,
location-based social networks (LBSNs) and transportation systems are common sources of
information that have been extensively exploited for human mobility modeling. Because of the
underlying mechanism of data generation, these three data sources capture different views of
human mobility, presenting both opportunities and obstacles in the context of urban development.
Another tracking mechanism is use of mobile device data with proximity information collected
by service carriers when a user interacts with their communication facilities (cellular towers or
Wi-Fi access points). Given the high frequency of wireless communications in a daily life routine,
mobile device data have a fine-grained temporal granularity that allows researchers to obtain timeresolved human trajectories at a high resolution. Using call detail records (CDR), fundamental
research in physics has revealed that human trajectories follow a high degree of spatiotemporal
regularity with reproducible patterns (González et al. 2008; Song et al. 2010). These theoretic
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findings provide solid scientific support for the development of predictive modeling on human
mobility (Hasan et al. 2012). On the other hand, since mobile device data are disjoint among
carriers, and wireless carriers are typically not willing to share their data due to privacy issues. The
modeling can be biased against a certain group of users, resulting in a partial view of the human
mobility in urban areas.
Unlike CDR that only provides geo-locations of movements, LBSNs make it possible to
examine travel motivations by associating geo-locations with participants’ activities. Prior
research using LBSNs data has focused on predicting next visited the place on the individual level
under a Markov assumption that future locations are probabilistically dependent on previous ones
(Gambs et al. 2012; Gao et al. 2013; Noulas et al. 2012). Also, the unique geo-social correlations
among participants in an LBSN enable quantifying mutual user influence (Backstrom et al. 2010;
Cho et al. 2011; Preotiuc-Pietro and Cohn 2013). Successful quantification of geosocial influence
could benefit a broad spectrum of business campaigns such as targeted advertising and viral
marketing. However, geo-locations of users in an LBSN are sparsely distributed all over the world.
The number of citizens in an LBSN is constrained by its popularity and dedication in that particular
city. Hence, the generalizability of research findings from LBSNs view is limited.
Transportation data are vehicle GPS and AFC records collected from public transport systems
such as bus, metro, taxi, and bike-sharing. Sampling bias is addressed in transportation data in two
ways. First, human mobility in different transport systems can be aggregated in a homogenous
representation, e.g. OD matrices and flow matrices. Secondly, urban planners, as stakeholders, can
easily access data of all transit modes. Such characteristics make transportation data an ideal source
for modeling urban mobility. Nevertheless, transportation data can suffer from the problem of
missing data. For instance, passenger alighting locations are often missed in AFC records, because
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passengers may only swipe when they board. There are several studies reconstruct OD chains
using rule-based approaches (Wang et al. 2011) or generative probabilistic models (Li and Cassidy
2007; Munizaga and Palma 2012; Yuan et al. 2013). Despite the extra efforts for data
preprocessing, transportation data are gaining more attention owing to the current research in
“smart cities” (Wang et al. 2016). Following this direction, we use bus transportation data to model
urban mobility for better operational efficiency. As demonstrated later, our model is generalizable
across other transit modes.
4.2.2. Ridership Forecasting
Ridership forecasting is one of the fundamental functions that feature intelligent transportation
management. The existing literature roughly follows two branches of research methods: statistical
models and machine learning methods.
Broadly speaking, ridership forecasting can be considered as a time series forecasting problem.
Many statistical models have been be applied to solve this problem including autoregressive (AR),
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) models and
autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) models. A sequential framework for
short-term bus passenger flow prediction has been proposed based on SARIMA (Gong et al. 2014).
In order to make prediction more adaptive, a hybrid model is discussed in which different ARIMAfamily models are mixed to capture different features of time series (Xue et al. 2015). However,
given the variation of ARIMA-family models, it is still difficult to say that which one of these
methods is superior over others for ridership demand forecasting. One of the reasons for this is
that these models were developed with data from a small part of the transit network and ignore the
important spatiotemporal features on a large scale, which dramatically limit their generalizability.
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Given the nonlinear nature of time series, researchers have employed machine learning methods
where information from other dimensions can also be included in the learning. A neural network
based forecasting examined the influence of holidays and drastic changes in weather patterns (Peng
et al. 1992). Other commonly used machine learning methods include Support Vector Regression
(SVR), Gaussian process and Bayesian network (Sun et al. 2006). However, the performance of
machine learning models greatly depends on the predictive power of features. In other words,
feature engineering is commonly required with these methods and sometimes only feasible using
domain knowledge. Neural networks can be an exception, as stated by the universal approximation
theorem (Yager and Kreinovich 2003), given enough hidden layers and nodes in each layer, neural
networks can approximate a variety of complex functions. In the past, training a deep neural
network architecture was nearly impossible due to problems such as overfitting and training-time
complexity. However, the development of regularization methods and faster training techniques
such as using piecewise linear activation functions (Bengio 2009) have addressed these issues.
Consequently, deep learning has been widely used in image, acoustics and natural language
processing (Längkvist et al. 2014).
Recently, deep learning technology has shown superior learning ability and outstanding
performance in the transportation domain (Huang et al. 2014; Lv et al. 2015; Xuan et al.). A deep
residual learning approach for crowd flows prediction was proposed recently (Zhang et al. 2017).
Their work is not directly related to ours because they focus on crowd flows between adjacent
neighborhoods, whereas we want to predict ridership between two arbitrary areas. From a
modeling perspective, we argue that an RNN-based neural network structure is appropriate to
model temporal dependence in time series. In fact, a study has proposed that a residual network is
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equivalent to simplified LSTM without gates (Srivastava et al. 2015). Hence, we consider this
work constitutes the first attempt to forecast ridership utilizing deep learning technology.

4.3. Data and Model Preliminaries
In this section, we first introduce the dataset used in this study. The discussion then focuses on the
graph model we use to represent passenger flows in the entire city. Finally, we give a formal
definition of our research problem and provide a background for the deep neural network design.
4.3.1. Data and Preprocessing
We used real-world data from a large bus system of 300 routes spanning nearly 5,000 bus stops in
the city of Fortaleza, the fifth largest city in Brazil. Data used was collected from approximately
2,000 buses for seven months from May through December in 2014. Most buses are equipped with
GPS tracking devices sending latitude/longitude coordinates every 15-30 seconds. The AFC
system supported both cash and smart card payments. The dataset contains transactions at all bus
stops except terminals. Citywide, passengers, made 30 million trips per month on average. In Table
8, we list the datasets and their major attributes. GPS and AFC data require additional computation
for the derivation of bus passenger boarding location. In our data, a fare collection record indicates
that passenger boarded at a certain bus at approximately time 𝑡 but does not indicate the bus stop
where the passenger boarded the bus. To infer such information, we need to search GPS repository
for the bus location at 𝑡. This search process is non-trivial, given that a typical month of GPS data
contains 200 million records. Another necessary preprocessing is estimating alighting location,
which is not available in the raw data (the AFC system is designed to collect fares, and generates
a single transaction for a passenger). Here we adopt a trip-chaining method (Wang et al. 2011) that
infers previous destination from next origin. Given that a passenger made multiple 𝑛 trips in a day,
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the

𝑖𝑡ℎ trip can be denoted as < 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑙𝑖 > with 𝑏𝑖 represents the estimated boarding stop

and 𝑙𝑖 indicates unknown alighting stop. If the distance between 𝑏𝑖+1 to a certain stop on the route
of 𝑏𝑖 is within a walking range, we assume this stop to be 𝑙𝑖 (the latter may represent a transfer
stop on a different route or the boarding point for the return trip). Using this heuristic requires
additional assumptions: Passengers do not commonly take other transportation methods midtransit, and the last trip in a day marks a return trip. These assumptions are likely to hold for
frequent passengers whose transit sequences contain the pattern we want to learn and given the
nature of the public transport network in the city we study.
Table 8. Types of Data Sources
Type
Major Datasets
Complementary
Datasets

Name
Bus GPS Signals
Fare Collection
Records
Bus
Stop
Locations
Open GIS

Open Source Datasets
Weather

Attributes
<bus ID, latitude, longitude, timestamp>
<bus ID, timestamp, user ID, payment type, bus
direction, route ID>
<bus stop ID, latitude, longitude, route ID>
<predecessor bus stop, successor bus stop,
polyline>
<date,
weather
condition,
temperature
precipitation>

Open source data play an important role in our analysis. We crawled weather conditions,
temperature and precipitation to add more dimensions in the mobility analysis. Additional GIS
data were also included to compute the driving distance between two bus stops, which is more
accurate than Euclidean distance for inferring a spatial correlation between bus stops (though the
latter is more widely used in other research). To illustrate this point, suppose that two bus stops
are distributed along opposite banks of a river. Even if the Euclidean distance between their geocoordinates is short, they most likely belong to separate bus routes and serve different travel
demands.
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4.3.2. Time-varying Mobility Graph
To capture group travel behaviors on an urban scale, we aggregated passenger flows observed
during specific periods and represented them in a directed graph where each pair of vertices
indicate an origin and a destination and their weighted edges reflect the ridership. Since urban
mobility exhibits strong temporal patterns, we made the graph time-varying by resetting edge
weights regularly at a predefined time interval. Formally, the graph is denoted as 𝐺𝑇∆𝑡 where
𝑇 indicates the time when the graph is updated and, ∆𝑡 is the time window length. Given this
definition, the remaining problem is to generate the graph from the transportation data.
Regarding vertices, one option is using all bus stops in the transit network. However, doing so
will make the edge distribution in the graph extremely sparse, since only bus stops on the same
route will be directly connected. In our design, we used a directed graph to differentiate
outbound/return ridership between two areas. This cannot be done if we use bus stops as vertices
because typically the two bus stops in an outbound trip are different (they may be across the street,
for example) with the stops in a return trip. In other words, each pair of vertices will have at most
one edge even on a return trip. To understand travel patterns, it is better to use a region
(approximating a neighborhood) to represent the origin and destination in a commute pattern. As
an example, consider school students who live in the same neighborhood would share a commute
pattern between their neighborhood and the school. Moreover, students might use different bus
stops around this neighborhood to the school, then a single pair of boarding/alighting bus stops is
not sufficient to capture all trips following a similar mobility demand.
In the following example, we demonstrate the potential relationship between urban regions and
bus stops. Figure 14(a) shows the city bus network color-coded by normalized demand, displaying
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a commute pattern between southern living quarters and northern central office areas. Figure 14(b)
is a mobility graph during rush-hour where vertices are bus stops. Vertices are arranged by geolocations and sized by demands. The three highlighted areas in Figure 14(b) are shaped by a group
of high demand bus stops. Their locations are near the main living quarters of the city. This reminds
us that we can identify urban regions by clustering bus stops based on geolocations and demand.
Particularly, we invented a modified k-means algorithm with an informed seeding strategy to avoid
determining the number of clusters in advance. Let 𝑆 = (𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , … , 𝑠𝑛 ) be a set of bus stops we
want to cluster, 𝑈(𝑠𝑖 ) be the number of passengers who boarded at 𝑠𝑖 within the interest period. A
new initial center is picked from a subset 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐵 defined as:
𝐼 = {𝑠𝑖 |𝑠𝑖 ∈ (𝑆\𝐾), 𝑈(𝑠𝑖 ) ≥ 𝜏𝑎 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∀ 𝑠𝑗 ∈ 𝐾: 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗 ) ≥ 𝜏𝑑 }
where 𝐾 is the set of selected centers, 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑠𝑗 ) is the driving distance between 𝑠𝑖 and 𝑠𝑗 , 𝜏𝑎 is
the threshold to control the minimum boarding passengers of an initial center and 𝜏𝑑 controls the
minimum distance between the new center and selected ones (a minimum distance ensures each
cluster corresponds to a different region). A bus stop 𝑠𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 for the next center is randomly
selected based on the probability 𝑃(𝑠𝑖 ) ∈ ∑ 𝑠

𝑈( 𝑠𝑖 )
𝑗 ∈𝐼

𝑈( 𝑠𝑗 ) .

Repeating the seeding process until 𝐼

becomes empty, we then proceed with the standard k-means algorithm. The motivation behind this
seeding strategy design is to form clusters that have a high passenger base and are evenly
distributed across the city. Urban planners can use their domain knowledge to adjust parameters
𝜏𝑎 and 𝜏𝑑 so that a pre-defined cluster number is not needed, making the parameter adjustment
friendlier to domain experts compared with conventional tuning of the number of clusters.
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Figure 14. Time-varying Mobility Graph and OD Matrix
After the clustering converges, we replaced boarding, and alighting bus stops in the trip
information with their assigned regions. To generate edges, we accumulated passenger flows in
the same direction during a period of ∆𝑡 from 5:00 AM to 10:00 PM (regular bus operation times).
Vertices and edges of every 𝐺𝑇∆𝑡 are stored in an OD matrix, denoted as 𝑨∆𝑡
𝑇 . As illustrated in Figure
14(c), origins and destinations are distributed along columns and rows in the OD matrix
respectively. The OD matrix is a key data representation that makes it possible to build the
proposed model from the view of entire transit network considering both the spatial and temporal
correlations.
4.3.3. The Problem of Ridership Forecasting
Recall that our research objective is to predict short-term ridership between urban regions.
Traditionally, a time series perspective states the problem as follows. Let 𝑎∆𝑡
𝑇 (𝑖, 𝑗) be the number
of passengers traveling from origin 𝑖 to destination 𝑗 during the next period ∆𝑡 starting at time 𝑇.
The

forecasted

value

of

𝑎∆𝑡
𝑇 (𝑖, 𝑗)

is

a

function

of

its

sequential

precedents

∆𝑡
∆𝑡
𝑎∆𝑡
vely extended to all OD pairs in
𝑇−(𝑛−1)⋅∆𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑗), 𝑎 𝑇−(𝑛−2)∙∆𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑗), … , 𝑎 𝑇−∆𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑗) of length 𝑛. If naï

the city, this method will have to optimize thousands of time series simultaneously, which makes
it tedious and difficult to scale for citywide forecasting. Additionally, modeling urban ridership as
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separate time series fails to consider spatial correlations. Fortunately, these problems are addressed
in our proposed model that uses an OD matrix as a multi-dimensional input. Since every target
∆𝑡
value 𝑎∆𝑡
𝑇 (𝑖, 𝑗) is essentially a cell in the matrix 𝑨 𝑇 , the model can be built from the perspective

of entire bus transit network considering the spatial correlations. Thus, the research problem is
changed from forecasting thousands of univariate time series to forecasting a single matrix
sequence.

Formally,

our

goal

is

to

forecast

urban-scale

ridership

̃ Δ𝑡
𝑨
𝑇+∆𝑡 =

Δ𝑡
Δ𝑡
𝐹(𝑨Δ𝑡
𝑇−(𝑛−1)∙Δ𝑡 , 𝑨 𝑇−(𝑛−2)∙Δ𝑡 , … , 𝑨 𝑇−∆𝑡 ) where 𝐹 is a non-linear function implemented as a deep

neural network and 𝑛 indicates the number of historical observations in the sequence. In the
remainder of this section, we review some data characteristics that pave the way of our design and
provide an overview of our model framework.
Mass Gathering. A mass gathering is a process where a large volume of people move to a
specific area during a period via different paths. In public transportations, this process can happen
regularly at transfer points or rush-hour spots when most people commute. A mass gathering
implies a spatial correlation between multiple origins and a particular destination. Identifying such
a process can be useful for ridership forecasting in two ways. First, it indicates an on-going travel
demand. The volume of inbound passenger flows to the destination could remain high for a
considerable amount of time. Second, given that travel transfers are quite often on public
transportation, there can be more outbound passengers at the gathering destination during the next
period. In metropolitan areas such as New York, London and Paris, 30% riders take more than one
trip to arrive at their final destination when using mass transit (Guo and Wilson 2011). Although
connecting trips are not labeled in our data, we found more than 40% of riders made 3 or more
trips daily on average, implying a high transfer frequency in the city. Figure 15 gives an example
of three OD matrices indicating urban gathering. The OD matrices were captured at 30-minute
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intervals from 6:30 am to 8:00 am on a random weekday. Comparing the highlighted column in
Figure 15(b) with the one in Figure 15(a), we observe passengers gathering at destination region
15. Then, in Figure 15(c), we see more outbound passengers leaving region 15.

Figure 15. OD Matrices Indicating Urban Mass Gathering
Temporal Patterns. Through constructing time series measured at the level of week, day and
hour, previous studies find that passenger demand patterns are almost cyclical every week.
Weekday and weekend patterns are similar across weeks (Ma et al. 2014; Xue et al. 2015). Thus,
we reorganized the OD matrices to generate three multivariate time series of different intervals. A
general definition of multi-dimensional time series is:
Δ𝑡
Δ𝑡
𝑇𝑆(𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝑨Δ𝑡
𝑇−𝑞∙(𝑝−1)∙Δ𝑡 , 𝑨 𝑇−𝑞∙(𝑝−2)∙Δ𝑡 … , 𝑨 𝑇−𝑞∙∆𝑡

where 𝑝 is the length of the time series and 𝑞 controls the interval between steps. We adjusted the
value of 𝑞 to construct three time series. When 𝑞 = 1, we obtained an hourly time series where
the interval between two time steps equals to ∆𝑡. Similarly, we generated two more time series by
adjusting the value of 𝑞 so that the interval between two time steps equals to a day and a week
respectively. In Figure 16, we randomly select a pair of urban regions and demonstrate how the
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ridership between the two regions changes over hours, days and weeks. Figure 16(a) depicts trends
of ridership at 30-minute intervals within a day. Hourly ridership in this example shows temporal
dependencies on the time of day. It peaks during the morning rush hours and gains a boost around
noon and during the afternoon rush hour. Figure 16(b) presents the distribution of ridership
between 8:00 am to 8:30 am over consecutive days. The demand remained high during weekdays
and drops significantly during weekends, reflecting a weekly periodicity. Figure 16(c) describes
ridership from 8:00 am to 8:30 am on consecutive Mondays. We can see the demand distributed
closely around the average (blue dashed line). To model temporal patterns from the three time
series, we employed the LSTM network for its ability to accurately model complex multivariate
sequences. Compared to traditional methods, LSTM provides a nonlinear improvement in pattern
generalization (Song et al. 2016). After each LSTM produces a prediction, we dynamically
combined the results in a late fusion network.

Figure 16. Ridership Patterns of Different Time Scales and Weather Conditions.
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Environmental Impacts. Urban travel dynamics is influenced by environmental factors include
weather conditions, temperature, special events, time of day, and weekday or holiday. As shown
in Figure 16(d), when it is rainy, bus ridership is slightly higher. Demand is lower and more stable
during holidays. We define a context 𝒆𝑡 as a group of environmental factors at time t, e.g. (‘Rain’,
‘30° C’, ‘Football game’, ‘8:00 pm’, ‘Monday’, ‘Not a holiday’). All factors are made into nominal
variables, e.g., temperatures are rounded to the nearest 5°. In our deep learning architecture,
contexts contribute in two phases. In the LSTM layer, contexts measure the relevance of every
input in the time series with respect to the target, providing additional guidance for aggregation in
couple with a neural attention mechanism. In the fusion layer, we pass context through a feedforward neural network (FNN) to adjust the predictions from LSTM so that the final outcome takes
into consideration environmental impacts. However, the fact that environmental factors are
nominal variables makes it difficult to quantify their relevance by regular distance measurements,
hindering effective utilization of the contexts. Therefore, we leveraged a two-layer FNN to learn
real-valued vector representation of contexts, namely context embedding. The new representation
makes contexts that have similar impacts on ridership (increase or decrease) close to each other in
the embedding space.
In this work, we design our deep neural network from basic building bricks including CNN,
LSTM and FNN. In particular, we alter the traditional design of CNN and LSTM to capture the
above mentioned data characteristics, and concatenate them together in an end-to-end structure to
optimize them simultaneously. Figure 17 shows the architecture of the three-layer deep neural
network (training phase). The first CNN component learns mass gathering patterns from the OD
matrix. It contains a newly designed receptive filters to infer mass gathering events automatically
from each OD matrix. Intermediate results are turned into three multivariate time series, from
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which we learn temporal patterns in the LSTM layer. In order to teach LSTM how to differentiate
environmental factors, we introduce a neural attention mechanism that utilize context embedding
to guide the aggregation in LSTM. Context embedding is trained in a supervised manner through
considering city-level passenger demand. Lastly, we have a fusion layer produce a final prediction
by dynamically combing the results from LSTM networks and context embedding. We compare it
with a ground truth matrix and measure the loss for backpropagation training (Schmidhuber 2015).

Figure 17. Architecture of Deep Neural Network

4.4. Deep Learning Architecture
In this section, we introduce our deep neural network architecture for short-term ridership
forecasting. Following the workflow in Figure 17, we discuss the motivation of our customization
in each neural network layer and formally describe how these neural networks process the data.
4.4.1. Inferring Mass Gatherings in CNN
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As mentioned earlier, we learn travel transfer patterns in an OD matrix by feeding it to a CNN.
The latter has become a dominant technique in computer vision for its extraordinary accuracy in
image classification (Krizhevsky et al. 2012). The core building brick block of in a CNNs is a
convolutional layer that is characterized by a set of learnable kernels. When a matrix (e.g., 2-D
image) is fed to a CNN, a convolutional layer will connect its kernels to part of the input and
compute the dot product between kernel weights and the connected fields of the original input.
The shape of the kernel formally called receptive field, is usually a square of size 3x3 or 5x5,
because kernels in image processing are used to exploit local correlations between nearby pixels
to detect patterns such as edges and curves.
Unlike images, cells in an OD matrix are correlated to all surrounding cells. For example,
∆𝑡
∆𝑡
𝑎∆𝑡
𝑇 (1,2) and 𝑎 𝑇 (2,3) are diagonal cells in OD matrix 𝑨 𝑇 , measuring passenger flows from

region 1 to region 2 and region 2 to region 3 respectively. The two flows are not correlated, as the
∆𝑡
two groups of passengers are disjoint. However, 𝑎∆𝑡
𝑇 (1,2) can be correlated to 𝑎 𝑇 (3,2) since the

two groups of passengers both arrive at region 2 and some of them may keep traveling during next
period, which would affect future ridership. In the OD matrix, cells in one column are passenger
flows that share a destination. This layout inspires us to design a receptive field of size 𝑚 by 1
where 𝑚 is the number of regions. Thus, the “height” of a kernel is the same as the height of the
OD matrix. Figure 18 depicts an example of workflow in our CNN structure. We first perform the
convolution which is essentially an element-wise multiplication between the kernel weights and a
full column of data in the OD matrix. Adding the kernel bias to the convolution result, we obtained
the output neuron which is then connected to a rectified linear unit (ReLU) for nonlinear
𝑘
∆t
transformation. Formally, a ReLU output is calculated as: 𝑟𝑗𝑘 = 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈(∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 ∙ 𝑎T (𝑖, 𝑗) + 𝑏𝑘 )

where 𝑤𝑖𝑘 is the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ weight in kernel 𝑘, 𝑏𝑘 is a bias of the kernel and 𝑗 labels a column (region)
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number. Intuitively, weight values near zero imply that the corresponding OD pairs are less
important, while large values indicate that the OD pairs are prioritized. A high value ReLU output
implies a mass gathering. Therefore, the convolution operation between a kernel and a column in
the OD matrix examines if passenger departures from certain regions are moving towards a specific
destination. After sliding across all columns in the matrix, the kernel evaluates the potential of
mass gatherings at all destinations using that kernel pattern.

Figure 18. CNN Structure for Encoding Transfer Patterns
The proposed CNN structure does not include pooling. Each value 𝑟𝑗𝑘 in the kernel feature map
indicates if passengers are gathering at region 𝑗 follow from origins specified by kernel 𝑘. The
outputs of CNN consist of ReLU outputs of all kernels. We concatenated CNN outputs to the
∆t
∆t
flattened OD matrix to generate a new input vector, denoted as 𝒗∆t
𝑇 =< 𝑉𝑒𝑐(𝑨 𝑇 ): 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑨 𝑇 ) >

where 𝑉𝑒𝑐 is the vectorization of a matrix, and 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣 means outputs from our CNN.
4.4.2. Predicting Time Series in LSTM
RNN has self-connecting loops to maintain information from previous passes. Hence, neurons in
an RNN serve as a memory to generalize patterns across sequences of inputs. LSTM as a special
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structure of RNN can selectively update or discard information in the memory. This feature allows
LSTM to learn long range dependencies, e.g., when two correlated inputs have a long time lag inbetween. In this work, we train three LSTMs separately based on hourly, daily and weekly time
series. Without loss of generality, the following example uses hourly time series as an example
(time series interval is ∆t). For daily and weekly time series, the training processes are essentially
the same.
The structure of a single LSTM to encode input vector 𝒗∆t
𝑇 at time 𝑇 is shown in Figure 19(a).
The purpose of an LSTM is to transform 𝒗∆t
𝑇 and previous states (factored into two parts: 𝑪 𝑇−∆t
and 𝒉𝑇−∆t ) into a fixed-length hidden state 𝒉𝑇 as the output, and update cell state 𝑪 𝑇−∆t to 𝑪 𝑇 . Cell
states running through the top are updated using scalar multiplication and addition operations
(labeled ‘+’ and ‘x’ in Figure 19(a)).
The reason that an LSTM can preserve information for a relatively long time and convey
information across the entire sequence is because of its “gate” mechanism which contains forget
gate 𝒇𝑇 , input gate 𝒊𝑇 and output gate 𝒐 𝑇 . A gate is implemented as a sigmoid function that outputs
value from 0 to 1 to filter states. The hyperbolic tangent function (𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ) is used to keep values in
states between -1 to 1. Output from previous time points (short term memory) is concatenated with
current input to update cell and hidden states as follows:
𝒇𝑇 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑾𝑓 ∙ [𝒉𝑇−∆t , 𝒗∆t
𝑇 ] + 𝒃𝑓 )
̃ 𝑇 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑾𝐶̃ ∙ [𝒉𝑇−∆t , 𝒗∆t
𝑪
𝑇 ] + 𝒃𝐶̃ )
𝒊𝑇 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑾𝑖 ∙ [𝒉𝑇−∆t , 𝒗∆t
𝑇 ] + 𝒃𝑖 )
𝒐 𝑇 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑(𝑾𝑜 ∙ [𝒉𝑇−∆t , 𝒗∆t
𝑇 ] + 𝒃𝑜 )
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where 𝑾and 𝒃 in each of these functions are learnable weights and bias. When receiving a new
input 𝒗∆t
𝑇 in a time series, LSTM always concatenates it with output 𝒉 𝑇−∆t from previous time
step. The forget gate decides what portion of past information in 𝑪 𝑇−∆t can be ignored. A candidate
̃ 𝑇 for memory update is, first obtained via a 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ layer. The input gate adds into 𝑪 𝑇−∆t new
set 𝑪
̃ 𝑇 learned from the current period, so 𝑪 𝑇−∆t is updated as 𝑪 𝑇 = 𝒇𝑇 ∙ 𝑪 𝑇−∆t + 𝒊𝑇 ∙ 𝑪
̃ 𝑇 . For
pattern 𝑪
instance, if short term memory and current data points suggest a demand burst pattern which
conflicts with the existing cell state, the LSTM block can make the adjustment and pass it to
subsequent steps by using the gate mechanism. The last part is the updating of output 𝒉𝑇 , which
is also the hidden state that feeds into the LSTM (the feature of RNN). Using the output gate as
filter, the new hidden state is calculated as 𝒉𝑇 = 𝒐 𝑇 ∙ 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑾𝐶 ∙ 𝑪 𝑇 + 𝒃𝐶 ) , which can be
explained as selecting patterns from a set of global patterns that are most related to the current time
point.
So far, we have explained how LSTM encodes a time series of inputs. For prediction, we used
a structure of vertically stacked LSTM layers to create a hierarchical feature representation such
that more complex input patterns can be described at every layer. On top of the last LSTM layer
is a neural attention mechanism (Lin et al. 2017). By default, LSTM tries to encode the entire time
series, which is not necessary when inputs in time series are not equally important for prediction.
As an example, suppose we are predicting ridership on a rainy Monday, then information from
previous two days (Saturday and Sunday) are less relevant because of the differences in travel
patterns between weekdays and weekends. Rather, the model should pay more attention to a
previous rainy weekday that is more likely to have a similar travel pattern. To this end, we
introduce the attention mechanism that allows LSTM to focus on certain time steps in the time
series when predicting ridership for a specific period.
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We utilized environmental factors to calculate attention values. Let 𝑨∆𝑡
𝑇+∆t be the target OD
matrix to predict, the attention value of 𝑖 𝑡ℎ input in the time series is calculated as:

α𝑛𝑇+∆t (𝑖) =

𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝒆 𝑇−(𝑛−𝑖)∙∆t , 𝒆 𝑇+∆t ))
𝑛
∑𝑗=𝑖 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝒆 𝑇−(𝑛−𝑗)∙∆t , 𝒆 𝑇+∆t ))

Where 𝑛 is the length of time series and 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝒆𝑖 , 𝒆𝑗 ) measures the context similarity between time
𝑖 and time 𝑗, which we discuss in more details in the next section. The softmax function here is
used to normalize attention values in the range [0, 1] that add up to 1. In general, α𝑛𝑇+∆t (𝑖) is a
weight assigned to output 𝒉𝑇−(𝑛−𝑖)∙∆t at time step 𝑖 when LSTM aggregates outputs at each time
step to generate a final output for prediction. Therefore 𝒉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 for predicting 𝑨∆𝑡
𝑇+∆t is calculated
as: 𝒉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 α𝑛𝑇+∆t (𝑖) ∙ 𝒉𝑇−(𝑛−𝑖)∙∆t.
The workflow of Attention-based multi-layer LSTM is shown in Figure 19(b). Once we
obtained 𝒉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 , we made a final prediction by simply passing 𝒉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 through a FNN. The
Δ𝑡
predicted OD matrix is 𝐴̃ 𝑇+Δ𝑡 (𝑥) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝒘𝑓𝑛𝑛 ∙ 𝒉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝒃𝑓𝑛𝑛 ).

Figure 19. LSTM Neurons for Encoding Time Series
4.4.3. Context Embedding
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Measuring similarity between two contexts is a key step in our LSTM modeling. However,
methods for similarity computation is not straightforward for nominal variables, because different
values of a nominal attribute are not inherently ordered. Conventional methods that measure the
similarity proportional to the number of overlap attributes fail to distinguish between the different
values taken by an attribute (Boriah et al. 2008). Recent machine learning methods try to learn
continuous representations of multivariate nominal concepts so that general distance
measurements can be applied (Lin et al. 2015). Here we adopted the machine learning approach
and designed a neural network structure to learn continuous representations for contexts in a
supervised manner. We call the new continuous representation as context embedding.
By definition, a context is a set of multivariate nominal variables. Hence, there are a finite
number of distinct contexts in our data. We define an 𝑥-dimentional one-hot vectors to initialize
contexts where 𝑥 is the number of unique context. Each training instance consists of two parts, a
one-hot vector of a context and the count of passengers in the transit system at time 𝑡. The latter is
used as the labeled data for supervised training. Our motivation is to use overall demand as the
indicator to differentiate contexts.
Figure 20 illustrates the structure of FNN for training context embedding. The hidden layer is
an embedding space of a size 𝑥 by 𝑧 where each row represents a context embedding and 𝑧 is an
adjustable parameter defining the dimensions of embedding space. The output layer is single
neuron that maps the embedding vector to a scalar value. During the training, each input one-hot
vector serves as a lookup index that locates one row in the embedding space. Retrieved context
embedding is passed to the output neuron and return a value that is compared to the labelled data
for training. After the training converges, contexts that are associated with similar passenger
demand will have similar embedding representations. We measure cosine similarity between two
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embeddings to facilitate the calculation of attention values. In addition, we used context
embedding as an input to a FNN that maps the embedding to the same dimension as the OD matrix.
Formally, the matrix is calculated as 𝐴̃Δ𝑡
(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡) = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ(𝑾𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒙𝒕 ∙ 𝝀𝑇+Δ𝑡 + 𝒃𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒙𝒕 ))
𝑇+Δ𝑡
where 𝝀𝑇+Δ𝑡 is the embedding of context at time 𝑇 + Δ𝑡. We use this matrix as a regulator to adjust
predictions from LSTMs.

Figure 20. FNN for Training Context Embedding
4.4.4 Late Fusion
The last component in our prediction model is a fusion layer that combines intermediate
predictions from LSTMs and context embedding. We prefer a late fusion method where results are
combined afterward to yield a final prediction. Compared to early fusion where features from
various modalities are integrated into the feature extraction face, late fusion tends to give better
performance with the price of extra learning efforts (Snoek et al. 2005). Formally, the final
prediction is calculated as:
̃ Δ𝑡 = 𝑾ℎ ∘ 𝑨
̃ Δ𝑡
̃ Δ𝑡
̃ Δ𝑡
̃ Δ𝑡
𝑨
𝑇+Δ𝑡 (ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑙𝑦) + 𝑾𝑑 ∘ 𝑨 𝑇+Δ𝑡 (𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦) + 𝑾𝑤 ∘ 𝑨 𝑇+Δ𝑡 (𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑙𝑦) + 𝑨 𝑇+Δ𝑡 (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡)
𝑇+Δ𝑡

where 𝑾𝑑 , 𝑾𝑑 and 𝑾𝑑 are learnable weight matrix for hourly, daily and weekly time series
respectively. The linear combination of Hadamard product means that the fusion layer will balance
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the merge of three time series at different locations while considering adjustments from context
embedding as a global impact on all locations.
The objective of the learning is to minimize the mean square error between prediction and
2
̃ Δ𝑡 − 𝑨∆𝑡
ground truth defined as ℒ(𝜽) = 𝔼(𝑨
𝑇+∆t ) where 𝜽 represents all learnable weights and
𝑇+Δ𝑡

biases in the model.

4.5. Empirical Analysis
In this section, we first introduce parameter settings and experimental setup. In the experiments of
ridership forecasting, we compare the performance of our proposed deep learning architecture with
traditional time series methods. We then leverage visualization techniques to examine our neural
network design. Lastly, we discuss our data integration techniques to improve system scalability.
4.5.1. Experimental Settings
To initialize the urban region clustering algorithm, we empirically set 𝜏𝑎 as a minimum of 50 daily
ridership. This leaves nearly 800 qualified bus stops, which we consider as a healthy number of
candidate centroids. Parameter 𝜏𝑑 is set to 1000 meters based on a city policy that bus stops are
distributed within 500 meters of urban point of interests. With a distance over 1,000 meters, two
bus stops are likely to serve different population. After clustering, we obtained 55 regions in the
city.
We set the update frequency of time-varying mobility graph as Δ𝑡 = 30 (minutes), which is
close to the average bus journey time and fits well our objective of short-term forecasting. In total,
8,200 OD matrices are derived from 200 million trips for the 8-month period from May 2014
through December 2014. These matrices are split to 70% training, 10% validation and 20% testing.
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In hourly time series, we make prediction based on the last 4 time steps, equivalent to data of
previous 2 hours. Daily time series have a length of 6, which means we use data in the past week
to make prediction. Lastly, weekly time series makes prediction based on the last 4 time steps,
utilizing information in the past month. Following the best practices for efficient backpropagation
(LeCun et al. 1998), we normalized cell values by subtracting the mean and dividing by the
standard deviation. In the evaluation phase, we calculated error after we scaled back the predicted
matrices to the original values.
In principle, there is no viable theory about how to choose deep neural network parameters.
What is usually done in practice is having the number of parameters exceeds the number of data
points. In our implementation, we empirically set 30 kernels in the convolutional layer. Context
embedding was trained in the space of 50 dimensions. All learnable weights and bias in the
architecture were initialized with the uniform distribution between -0.02 and 0.02. A decaying
learning rate was applied to avoid gradient explosion. Learning rate was reduced by half after
finishing every ten epochs. We stopped training when no improvement observed on validation data
for three consecutive epochs. All models converged after approximately 30 epochs with a minibatch size of 64. To address the overfitting in training, we applied the “dropout” technique that
randomly removes 20% of the hidden nodes in each mini-batch training.
4.5.2. Results on Ridership Forecasting
To evaluate the effectiveness of our model, we selected three benchmark models: Historical
Average (HA), SVR and SARIMA that have been used for ridership forecasting. Moreover, we
included two degraded deep learning models to assess the marginal effects of our neural network
design. We used DLSP (Deep Learning of Spatiotemporal Patterns) to name our model. The two
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degraded models were: DLSP-CE (remove context embedding and attention mechanism) and
DLSP-CONV (remove CNN component). In HA model, ridership was averaged based on contexts.
For SVR, we considered 8 input features based on previous literature (He 2014): ridership on the
same day at time 𝑇 − Δ𝑡, 𝑇 − 2Δ𝑡, 𝑇 − 3Δ𝑡; ridership on previous day at time 𝑇; ridership on same
weekday at time 𝑇 in the previous week; hour of day; day of week; and whether the day was a
holiday or not.
We measured the performance by using the following metrics: mean absolute error (MAE),
symmetric mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE). We
prefer SMAPE over mean relative error (MRE), as zero observations are often found in our test
∆𝑡
̃ Δ𝑡 be the predicted value. The
̃ Δ𝑡
(𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑨
cases. Let 𝑎∆𝑡
𝑇 (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐴 𝑇 be the actual ridership and 𝑎
𝑇
𝑇+Δ𝑡

metrics are calculated as:
1

(𝑖, 𝑗)|,
𝑀𝐴𝐸 = 𝑚2 ∑𝑖𝑗 |𝑎∆𝑡
̃ Δ𝑡
𝑇 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑎
𝑇
𝑆𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =

∆𝑡 (𝑖,𝑗)−𝑎 Δ𝑡
̃ 𝑇 (𝑖,𝑗)|
|𝑎𝑇
1
∑
,
𝑖𝑗
∆𝑡
2
𝑚
|𝑎𝑇 (𝑖,𝑗)|+|𝑎̃ Δ𝑡 (𝑖,𝑗)|
𝑇

1/2

1
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = [ 2 ∑ (𝑎∆𝑡
̃ Δ𝑡
(𝑖, 𝑗))2 ]
𝑇 (𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑎
𝑇
𝑚
𝑖𝑗

where 𝑚 is the number of urban regions. In addition to the full matrix, we added comparison on
subsets of cells filtered by their variances. Our motivation here is that cells with high variances are
more difficult to predict and are normally highly-demanded OD pairs. In another words, these cells
have more influences on the system efficiency and passenger experiences.
The results are shown in Table 9. We observe that the three deep learning models outperform
baselines except in all aspects excluding SMAPE on all cells. Since a considerable amount number
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of cells have low ridership, for these cells, a small amount of absolute error can lead to a significant
loss in the performance on percentage error. Meanwhile, HA has relatively reliable performance
on low demand and low variance pairs. However, when variance increases, advanced models gain
more improvements compared to HA. For example, on the top 10% cells (maximum ridership),
DLSP obtains SMAPE of 0.154, which is less than half of the SMAPE of HA. On the top 1% cells,
DLSP reduces SMAPE to 0.092, which significantly improves accuracy. The results also point out
that CNN and context embedding are always beneficial. In comparison with DLSP-CE, DLSPCNN has a slightly higher performance loss. We suspect it is because CNN component has more
neurons than context embedding. Removing the CNN decreases more model complexity.
Table 9. Performance Comparison of Ridership Forecasting

HA
SARIMA
SVR
DLSP
DLSP -CE
DLSP -CNN

All OD Cells (±3.48)
MAE RMSE SMAPE
2.214 6.665
0.550
2.111 4.597
0.677
2.093 4.784
0.664
0.605
1.317 2.754
1.445 3.133
0.606
1.590 3.440
0.612

Top 10% (±18.19)
MAE
RMSE
11.031 19.796
10.410 13.443
13.083 16.128
4.938
7.351
5.589
8.580
6.519
9.613

SMAPE
0.311
0.345
0.260
0.154
0.170
0.184

Top 1% (±50.78)
MAE
RMSE
29.628 47.641
23.033 26.652
28.199 33.297
10.107 15.484
12.718 17.857
15.413 20.513

We believe multistep forecasting is preferred as it leaves enough time for urban planners to
adjust transportation management based on predicted ridership. Figure 21 shows 20-step
forecasting results of 6 models. We add a variant model, DLSP-20 which is the same as DLSP but
has 20 time steps in the hourly time series. As we observe, deep learning models outperform SVR
and SARIMA. For models DLSP, DLSP-CONV and DLSP-CE, performance decreases more in
the first four steps and becomes relatively stable afterward. We notice that in the task of 20-step
forecasting (10 hours ahead), predictors in daily and weekly time series always come from ground
truth. However, when the multistep prediction makes progress, the four OD matrices in hourly
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SMAPE
0.263
0.289
0.352
0.092
0.114
0.141

time series are gradually replaced with predicted ones, which increases the error. The replacements
explain the curve shapes of the models described. The RMSE curve of model DLSP-20 further
proves this point. Though adding more predictors in hourly time series increases accuracy in the
first four steps, the error rate keeps accumulating during the entire task. Detailed numerical results
are presented in Appendix C.

Figure 21. Multistep Forecasting Evaluation
4.5.3. Visualization Analysis
Typically, deep neural networks such as RNN are complex black box models with more accuracy
but less interpretability than traditional models such as logistic regression (Choi et al. 2016).
Indeed, interpreting high-level representation learned in neural networks is not straightforward. In
this subsection, we attempt to evaluate our neural network design using visualization techniques.
Convolution Kernels. Each kernel in the convolutional layer is a column vector where every
element is associated with an origin. During the convolution, if large kernel weights are multiplied
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with OD pairs (cells in the OD matrix) that are experiencing high passenger volume, then the
ReLU activation neuron can output a large value, indicating an urban mass gathering. Hence, we
visualize all learned CNN kernels in Figure 22 (a) where each column represents a kernel with 55
weights. We highlight the ten largest weights and label their corresponding origins on the left side.
For instance, Kernel 7 has five highlighted weights that are linked with region 15, 24, 28, 31 and
50. When applied in convolution, this kernel examines if passengers from these five regions are
moving to certain regions. Figure 22(b) shows all 55 regions colored by normalized average
demand. We find that CNN “smartly” prioritized regions that have large passenger volumes. In
particular, region 15, 24 and 50 are located in the busiest area and have the highest demand. Region
31 and 16 are where bus terminals are located.
Context Embedding. Contexts play a pivotal role in modeling neural attentions in LSTM. The
key here is to learn their continuous representations to support similarity measurement. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of context embedding, we visualize the spatial distribution of
contexts in the embedding space and compare it with their raw representation. In particular, we
use t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) to visualize high dimensional vectors
and color contexts by weekdays. Figure 23 (a) depicts how raw contexts are distributed in a 2-D
space. After dimension reduction, time of day and day of the week are the two most discriminative
features. Contexts are separated using the two features. However, their similarities cannot be
accurately measured. For example, in their original representation, contexts of Friday are closer to
those of Saturdays than Mondays, which is not correct according to our prior knowledge. On the
other hand, we observe from Figure 23(b) that contexts in the learned embedding space are
separated into two groups. Majority contexts in the top-right group are weekdays. In the bottomleft group, weekend contexts are distributed closely to each other with surrounding weekday
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contexts. If we filter out non-rush-hour contexts, we can see a clearer separation between the
weekday group and weekend group. Note that context embedding is learned from one-hot vectors
which do not explicitly contain information such as day of the week and rush-hour. Our model can
learn effective representation to reflect these differences.

Figure 22. Visualization of Convolution Kernels and Urban Regions

Figure 23. Visualization of Raw Context and Context Embedding using t-SNE
4.5.4. System Scalability
A practical challenge that hinders the scalability of ridership forecasting is pre-processing systemwide (city-scale) transportation data in real-time. In this work, we propose the use of MapReduce
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as the solution for data integration and distributed computation. From an implementation
perspective, MapReduce as a programming framework frees programmers from parallelism
details. They only need to implement the map and reduce functions and MapReduce will manage
running jobs in parallel across computational nodes (Khalil et al. 2013). From a cost-effectiveness
perspective, urban planners can choose between on-demand cloud solutions (Palanisamy et al.
2011) or in-house configurations for a better benefit-cost ratio depending on the job characteristics.

Figure 24. MapReduce Algorithm to Preprocess Streaming Traffic Data
Given the fact that the data preprocessing steps discussed in section 4.3.1 can be performed
simultaneously for each bus on a daily basis, we implemented a MapReduce algorithm to carry
out the computation in a parallel manner. In our experiments, we simulate the real-world scenario
by streaming archived GPS and AFC data. AFC records are organized by trips. Therefore we can
segment the data by trip as well. In the map phase, the GPS data are partitioned by a composite
key of bus ID and date. Multistep search is then executed in the reduce phase. Figure 24 shows an
illustration of the MapReduce algorithm. Hardware specification and detailed algorithm workflow
are described in Appendix D.
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4.6. Chapter Summary
Understanding human mobility patterns is key to the implementation of intelligent transportation
management. The ability of a system to provide intelligence stems from the combination of data
availability and the power of predictive analytics. In this work, we proposed a novel deep neural
network architecture to forecast ridership using large-scale heterogeneous bus transportation data.
Most previous work on ridership forecasting has a limited scale due to the constraints in access to
advanced data collection instruments such as Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) and Automatic
Passenger Counter (APC) devices. We leverage the power of big data analytic techniques to build
our system upon commonly available digital infrastructure modules for data collection, i.e., the
GPS-AFC systems. This approach supported by distributed data integration techniques can
produce sufficient data to train deep multi-layered neural networks. The core idea of using deep
learning is to simultaneously model the influence of spatial correlations, temporal dependencies
and environment factors on urban mobility. All neural network parameters are trained jointly in an
end-to-end manner. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that deep neural networks are
used for urban mobility forecasting.
Through representing citywide passenger flows in the time-varying mobility graph, we
formulate the ridership forecasting as a matrix prediction problem. The graph representation is
essential to modeling spatial correlations, as it enables using CNN to imply urban mass gatherings.
Given the power of RNNs for analyzing sequential data, we design parallel multi-layer LSTMs to
encode time series of OD matrices. To improve the prediction accuracy, we add an attention
mechanism to make LSTM context aware. Attentions are calculated based on context embedding,
which are continuous representations learned from categorical environmental factors. The last
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component is a late confusion layer that merges LSTM outputs for a final prediction. We evaluate
our model on real-world data collected from the city of Fortaleza in Brazil. Experimental results
demonstrate the efficiency and superior performance of our model.
4.6.1. Implications
This work proposes a novel artifact for micro-level predictive analytics (Abbasi et al. 2016) that
can contribute to the advancement of both methodology and practice. The mobility graph
representation makes our model generalizable to other transit modes. For instance, given a broard
definition of origin and destination, ridership of multiple transit modes can be grouped together.
The use of both CNN and LSTM makes our methodology adaptable and customizable for
modeling general time series with an inherent graph structure. Recent advances in Artificial
Intelligence such as deep learning methods amplifies the dichotomy between prediction and
explanation in many ways (Abbasi et al. 2016). Our analysis demonstrates that visualization of
neural network parameters can help us in understand training process and justify the underlying
model intuition.
In practice, the data integration and distributed computing techniques produce discussed in this
paper can be adopted by many cities seeking smart transportation management. Compared to
AVL-APC systems, using GPS and AFC data can save approximately $10 million for a bus system
of 3,000 vehicles. The technical prerequisites of our solution are modest (e.g., distributed data
processing). Considering the relatively small Hadoop cluster in our use case was sufficient to
process data promptly for an entire transportation system with 250 million populationrecords, we
feel the technical prerequisites are not burdensome for a real worldreal-world solution.
4.6.2. Limitations and Future Work
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This study does have a few limitations. In our current neural network design, the objective function
did not consider the actual cost caused by false predictions. Future studies can be designed to
incorporate more operational information to augment the objective function. Another limitation is
that our model currently only considers the bus transportation system. The interaction between bus
and other transit modes are currently not considered. It will be valuable for separate research to
examine how urban mobility is impacted by other smart city urban mobility programs such as bike
sharing, traffic control, and road safety. For example, a system recommendation regarding
dedicated bus lanes has the potential to impact motorists and bicyclists (i.e., other users of the road
transportation network). To summarize, while there are areas for future improvement, we believe
our work presents a novel deep-learning framework that can assist planners in predicting ridership
and improving transportation in urban areas.

Chapter 5. Conclusion
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The combination of predictive modeling and large-scale sensor data offers new opportunities for
organizations to enhance their business processes by adjusting services based on user context.
Accordingly, solutions to extract insights from these datasets have received considerable attentions
from Information Systems discipline (Abbasi et al. 2016). However, traditional methods for
knowledge discovery must be redefined to handle the spatiotemporal patterns exhibited in human
sensor data. Since few efforts have been devoted to this issue in design science research, my
dissertation tackles the problem of effective modeling spatiotemporal data for predictive analysis
from three perspectives: data representation, feature extraction and scalable computation.
In the first place, data representation is a fundamental step that enables subsequent novel
modeling methods. In chapter two, we innovatively utilize a language model to predict purchasing
events by organizing visited locations as a sequence under a Markov assumption. In chapter three,
we introduce new way of using network analysis to capture latent relationship among students and
glean previously unavailable insights of their social involvement that significantly improves
prediction performance. Secondly, for many predictive modeling tasks based on sensor data, the
challenge lies in the complexities of human behavior that generated the observations. To address
this issue, this dissertation exploits deep learning models to extract high-level representations to
approximate the complexities exhibited in human activities and use them to improve predictive
performance. In chapter four, we propose a novel deep neural network structure to predict urban
mobility. In the network, we design new CNN filters to capture mass gathering events in
transportation systems. We also make a first attempt to model temporal travel patterns in stacked
LSTM. Furthermore, we convert environmental factors into context embedding to facilitate a
neural attention mechanism that guides aggregations in LSTM. Lastly, this dissertation discusses
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using big data infrastructure such as Hadoop MapReduce to amplify the capabilities of
spatiotemporal analysis in an efficient and economical way.
In addition to the above methodological contributions, the three essays in my dissertation are
strongly motivated by practical problems in domains including purchase anticipatory, student
attrition prevention and urban transportation management. Experiments conducted on real-world
datasets show the applicability of the proposed methods proposed. Moreover, the presented
analysis results can be employed by corresponding domain practitioners to support decision
making for better operational efficiency.

5.1. Future Work
My research in the next stage aims at developing new machine learning approaches that lead to
both theoretical advances and practical impacts. Based on my thesis work, I summarize three major
directions to stage expand my research as follows.
First of all, the deep learning algorithms discussed in this work can be extended in several
ways. Deep neural networks can be used for feature engineering on time-varying signals. An
example is the student retention work in chapter three, where signals of students’ social
involvement are measured over time. One approach to compress the signal matrix is processing it
in recurrent neural networks and use the hidden layers’ outputs as generalized features for
prediction. From a business intelligence perspective, deep learning can be applied to a broader
group of business applications by incorporating with reinforcement learning. Given that many
business decision making problems that can be modeled in Markov Decision Processes (e.g.
customer retention management), using a neural network to approximate a Q-function enables
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reinforcement learning to operate over large state spaces, which has the potential to push the
existing state-of-art.
Secondly, heterogeneous sensor data in urban environments present both challenges and
opportunities for smart cities research. As mentioned in chapter four, in urban transportation,
different transit modes have their own data collection protocols and spatiotemporal granularities.
Each mode provides partial information of human mobility. In this paper, we only consider bus
transportation due to the data availability. However, a joint analysis is necessary to reveal the
underlying patterns for a more comprehensive picture. For this purpose, two techniques are
particularly useful: tensor factorization and heterogeneous network analysis. The former gives a
solution to integrate multi-way spatiotemporal data in a high order tensor and learn latent patterns
by decomposing the tensor. The latter adds more semantic meanings to the network. For example,
measuring path similarities of users in a network of bus and bike trips can be potentially used for
bike share systems.
Finally, to increase the research impact, it would be useful to investigate policy implications
and design interventions based on model predictions. For instance, in the student retention study,
we can examine parameters in the prediction models to design targeted interventions for different
student clusters. In the urban mobility study, we can work with the city to evaluate interventions
on reducing road congestions, such as altering dedicated lanes and new parking policies.
Meanwhile, we are horizontally expanding research by looking for collaboration with other cities
on mining their citizen’s smart card datasets to optimize transportation management.
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Appendix B. Numerical Results of Essay One
This appendix provides the numerical results of experiments in essay one.
Table 10. Comparison of Proposed Spatial Model with Baseline Markov Models
Model
Order-0
Order-1
Order-2
HBST

𝑇1
27.07
18.03
9.73
26.69

𝑇2
30.38
27.22
17.48
33.69

𝑇3
29.25
29.89
20.99
35.38

Accuracy (%)
𝑇4
𝑇5
𝑇6
29.81 29.50 28.24
32.01 31.65 30.98
22.89 23.37 23.33
35.68 36.03 35.41

𝑇7
27.44
32.94
24.94
36.28

𝑇8
27.82
32.53
25.47
35.35

𝑇9
25.57
33.29
25.96
35.87

Table 11. Accuracy of DPGMM for Areas and Locations Prediction
Model
DPGMM
GMM

𝑇1
63.02
26.14
52.85
22.88

Task
Areas
Locations
Areas
Locations

𝑇2
66.45
28.37
57.03
23.28

Accuracy (%)
𝑇4
𝑇5
𝑇6
60.31 58.65 56.35
25.38 23.96 22.04
54.20 53.54 52.15
21.35 20.17 19.97

𝑇3
64.30
27.06
56.88
22.45

𝑇7
56.18
21.71
50.31
19.11

𝑇8
53.92
21.33
49.32
19.45

𝑇9
53.54
20.83
48.50
18.90

Table 12. Performance after Combining Temporal and Social features with Spatial Model
𝑇1
26.69
27.69
28.81

Model
Spatial
ST
STS

𝑇2
33.69
37.46
38.17

𝑇3
35.38
40.17
42.57

Accuracy (%)
𝑇4
𝑇5
𝑇6
35.68 36.03
35.4
40.01 39.61 38.63
43.31 42.04 40.48

𝑇7
36.28
40.16
41.62

𝑇8
35.35
39.54
40.53

𝑇9
35.87
40.48
40.75

𝑇8
0.969
0.915

𝑇9
0.976
0.920

Table 13. APR Comparison of proposed STS with M5 Tree
Model
STS
M5-Tree

𝑇1
0.866
0.803

𝑇2
0.935
0.881

𝑇3
0.956
0.898

𝑇4
0.962
0.900

APR
𝑇5
0.963
0.901

𝑇6
0.960
0.910

𝑇7
0.967
0.911

Table 14. APR Comparison of proposed STS with M5 Tree
Model
STS
M5-Tree

@1
40.75
38.31

@2
53.91
49.50

@3
62.65
58.13

@4
69.13
64.36

Accuracy
@5
@6
73.66 77.11
67.99 71.34
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@7
79.89
73.91

@8
82.27
75.96

@9
84.22
77.76

@10
85.85
79.14

Appendix C. Numerical Results of Essay Three
This appendix presents the numerical results of multistep forecasting in essay three.
Table 15. Numerical Results of Multistep Forecasting

Step\Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

SARIMA
4.2206
5.6924
6.9202
7.6614
7.9631
8.0323
8.0483
8.1805
8.3068
8.3739
8.3594
8.3287
8.2836
8.2252
8.1822
8.1320
8.0471
7.9808
7.9901
7.9872

SVR
4.3306
5.7355
7.5338
8.5390
8.9157
9.0300
9.0214
8.9777
8.9075
8.9177
8.9204
8.9916
9.0503
9.0008
9.0000
9.0237
8.9651
8.9421
8.899
9.0672

RMSE
DLSP
2.7274
3.1659
3.6966
4.0264
4.0648
4.0775
4.1294
4.1301
4.0955
4.0751
4.0906
4.1255
4.0901
4.0927
4.0945
4.1151
4.1075
4.1320
4.1163
4.1099
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DLSP-CONV
3.4402
3.6034
3.9140
4.1232
4.2133
4.2758
4.2868
4.2452
4.2430
4.2614
4.2169
4.2627
4.3328
4.3584
4.3972
4.4194
4.4088
4.4158
4.4330
4.4295

DLSP-CE
3.1334
3.3745
3.7871
4.0326
4.0717
4.0924
4.1552
4.1577
4.1185
4.1535
4.1454
4.2343
4.1916
4.2092
4.1988
4.2208
4.2270
4.2711
4.2514
4.2386

DLSP-20
2.8215
3.0437
3.4189
3.8845
4.2842
4.6627
4.9146
5.0854
5.1938
5.2760
5.3578
5.4588
5.5533
5.6702
5.8019
5.9532
6.0912
6.2288
6.3254
6.3911

Appendix D. MapReduce Algorithm
Conceptually, the computation of fundamental indicators in Essay 3 can be solved as a multi-step
Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS):
 For an AFC record, search GPS of the bus on the same day for the record that has the closest
timestamp. Then using the GPS record, search for the nearest stop on the route to the boarding
location. Meanwhile, we also estimate the bus arrival time at that stop.
 For the same bus trip, if the arrival time of a stop has not been resolved (e.g., no boarding
records), we first identify the nearest resolved stop to this target stop. We use its arrival time
to filter GPS records within a time interval determined by the scheduled trip time. Finally, we
search the filtered GPS for a record closest to the target stop.
In practice, AFC records of the same boarding event can be grouped together to reduce search
attempts. GPS data are indexed by timestamps in B-Trees for time-based NNS or indexed by
coordinates in R-Trees for distance based NNS. Still, processing all buses across the city can be
time-consuming due to the input scale.
Given the fact that the previous computation can be performed simultaneously for each bus on
a particular day, we implemented a MapReduce algorithm to arrange the computation in a parallel
manner. GPS data are streaming signals received citywide. In this study, we simulate the process
by streaming archived GPS data on a monthly basis. AFC records are organized by trips. Therefore
we can segment the data by each trip. In the map phase, the GPS data are partitioned by a composite
key of bus ID and date. Searching is executed in the reduce phase. A detailed algorithm is listed
in Table 16.
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Table 16. Workflow of Mapper and Reducer Algorithm
Map function: partition GPS stream
Input GPS Stream G of tuples  Bi , Ci , Ti  where Bi is bus ID, Ci is a pair of coordinates and
Ti is timestamp
Output id: a composite key of date and bus ID
point: a tuple of coordinates and time in seconds
1.
for all  Bi , Ci , Ti G
2.
Extract date from Ti as Di and convert time of day
to seconds stored as Si
3.
Store id=  Bi , Ci , Ti  point =  Bi , Ci , Ti 
4.
end for
5.
yield all < id , point> pairs
Reduce function: estimate boarding stop and bus arrival time
Input < id , point> pairs merged by id
One trip of AFC records A containing tuples  Ui , B, R,V , Ti  where U i is card ID,
B is bus ID, Ti is timestamp, R is route and V is direction. For a single trip B, R and
V are fixed
Output id: a bus stop ID, estimation: a tuple of estimated arrival time and boarding passengers
1.
Retrieve stops P on route ( R,V )
2.
for all  Ui , B, R,V , Ti A
3.
Extract date from Ti as Di and convert time of day
to seconds stored as S i
4.
Search S i in point for closest S n and record (Cn , Sn )
5.
Search Cn in P for nearest stop Pm and store arrival
time Qm  Sn ,Um  U i
6.
end for
7.
for all Pi in P
8.
if Qn  None then
9.
Search Pi in P for nearest stop Pi and Qk  None
10.
Filter point by a time range [Qk  T , Qk  T ]
store result in target
11.
Search Pi in target for nearest (Cv , Sv ) and store
arrival time Qn  Sv
12.
end if
13.
Store id= Pi , estimation= (Qi , Um )
14.
yield all <id, estimation> pairs
15.
end for
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To evaluate the performance boost from MapReduce, we compared MapReduce and single
node solution with different input data sizes from one month (approx. 25 GB) to 7 months (approx.
175 GB). The Hadoop cluster used for testing contains a total of 6 slave nodes, each of which has
a 24 core CPU, 64 GB RAM and 6 HDD (4 TB each). After testing jobs on the Hadoop cluster,
we simulated the performance if we were to use a single-machine by using a single node for the
processing. Figure 25 shows that using MapReduce significantly reduces the job execution time.
In particular, once the dataset size exceeds available RAM size, the single node performance
degrades sharply, as it has to use virtual memory swaps (involving disk I/O). For this reason, we
did not do all tests on a single node.

Figure 25. Comparison of MapReduce with Single Node
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